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An End to Gerrymandering in Ohio?
A bipartisan compromise that just passed the state Senate would require
minority-party support for political maps, and would limit the number of
communities that could be splintered.
By Vann R. Newkirk II
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On Monday night, the Ohio state Senate did something truly unprecedented:
With near-unanimous support from both Republicans and Democrats, the
chamber approved Senate Resolution 5, a measure that would for the first time
require bipartisan input and approval for federal congressional maps. The
measure is expected to pass the state House today, and it will appear on the
ballot in the May primary elections to get final approval from voters.
As it stands, there are few state guidelines on federal redistricting in Ohio. As in
most states, the power to create maps rests with the state legislature, which
usually means that the party in power—right now, it’s the GOP—ends up
calling the shots. There are also few requirements for community disclosure or
involvement. The only real constraints that exist are those under federal court
rulings and the Voting Rights Act, which prohibit racial gerrymandering and
ensure districts have roughly the same populations. So far, the result of those
limited rules has been a congressional map that, according to the Brennan
Center for Justice, has consistently led to Republican partisan bias.
Senate Resolution 5 would change
all that. The proposal would require
three-fifths support of the entire
legislature to pass a map for use
over a 10-year period. The three-
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fifths must include 50 percent of all
members of the minority party. The
resolution also sets forth a
maximum number of counties that
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districts, a provision that should
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affect district compactness.
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bipartisan commission. Their maps
would have to win support from at least two of the minority members of the
commission for the adoption process to continue. If the commission fails, the
resolution creates two more contingencies: Either the legislature can have
another go at creating a 10-year map—this time, only having to secure a third of
the minority party’s votes—or it could create a map that only lasts for four years
and has much stricter compactness requirements. That four-year map would
require a simple majority.
According to the Fair Districts Coalition, a collection of Ohio-based groups
pushing for bipartisan redistricting reform, this amendment “creates a bipartisan
process that strongly encourages both major parties to cooperate and agree on a
congressional map that better represents the views of Ohioans.”
Redistricting reform has been a major issue in Ohio, with strong grassroots
support for finding a way to break the partisan monopoly on mapmaking in the
state. In 2015, the coalition achieved its first major victory when it ushered
through a ballot initiative that reforms the way state General Assembly maps are
drawn. The resulting constitutional amendment created a seven-member Ohio
Redistricting Commission, whose members must include the governor, state
auditor, secretary of state, two more political appointees, and at least two
members of the minority party. The amendment also implemented strict limits
on the number of counties that could be split by General Assembly districts.
The Fair Districts Coalition favored a federal mapmaking plan that used the
same commission, thus ensuring the participation of the governor and minorityparty representatives. The Senate resolution that passed Monday, however,
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doesn’t quite meet those demands. The resolution allows the legislature first pass
at mapmaking, without the governor’s veto or input; only if that effort fails does
the commission come into play. The resolution could also take away key
leverage from citizens to vote down political maps.
Still, after months of negotiating—and with Republicans accepting more input
than they’d originally planned from the minority party—coalition members
seemed content with the outcome. “We wanted bipartisan compromise, which is
what this is,” the League of Women Voters of Ohio wrote in a Facebook post
Monday evening.
If approved by the people of Ohio in May, the resolution would almost certainly
increase the degree of minority-party participation, civic participation, and
transparency in political mapmaking. For the time being, Democrats will at least
be part of the drawing process. And while the public hearings and input the
resolution requires won’t necessarily impact the shapes of districts, they will give
people more insight into the process and the political dealings at work.
Still, there are no guarantees in the game of gerrymandering—no way to ensure
the maps won’t have flaws. For one, as FiveThirtyEight notes, compactness
doesn’t mean fairness, and the resolution doesn’t mandate compactness to begin
with. While it would require that 65 of the state’s 88 counties remain undivided,
it would allow 18 to be divided once, and another five to be divided as many as
three times. With 40 percent of Ohio’s population clustered into its most
populous five counties, there are plenty of ways to get politically creative with
maps there, even as other counties like Cuyahoga and Summit are divided into
fewer districts.
Over time, these new requirements may decrease the runaway partisan advantage
Republicans currently enjoy. But as opponents of the resolution’s development
plan noted, that advantage makes it easy for Republicans to continue
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dominating the process in the short term. Of the 132 total seats across both
chambers of the General Assembly, Republicans currently hold 90, meaning
they already meet the three-fifths-majority clause. Assuming those numbers are
roughly similar in 2020 when the next maps are drawn, even if 21 of the 42
Democratic lawmakers hold out on approving a partisan gerrymander—and
even if the two Democratic members of the special commission stonewall in the
next round—a Republican plan could still win out: Round three would only
require approval from 14 Democratic lawmakers to move a map forward.
The resolution still preserves what many believe is the central conflict of interest
in American political redistricting: that politicians pick their voters. While
ensuring participation from Democratic state lawmakers in the process might
mitigate Republican advantage in the future, so-called “bipartisan gerrymanders”
still occur in some states where a single party doesn’t hold total dominance over
the redistricting process. These gerrymanders don’t necessarily provide fairer,
more representative maps. But what they do tend to do is preserve the
incumbency of those already in office, thus perpetuating the existing
balance—or imbalance—of partisan bias.
Ohio’s new plan could incentivize bipartisan gerrymandering. The minority
party under this resolution can really only play the role of spoiler, while the
majority faces little penalty for pressing for more advantage. The natural
outcome of this impasse is the preservation of the status quo, map-wise. In
Ohio, incumbency preservation would likely mean more years of lopsided
congressional representation; currently, 11 members of the state’s House
delegation are Republicans and four are Democrats. The incumbency incentive
is one aspect of gerrymandering that seems likely to continue under any fixes
that maintain state legislatures’ redistricting power (as opposed to the ostensibly
politically independent commissions created in places like California, where
House incumbency cratered in the 2012 elections).
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Still, Ohio’s new plan is an important addition to the national redistricting
landscape, where many state legislatures and millions of people are reconsidering
exactly how political maps are drawn. The next domino to fall could be Ohio’s
neighbor Michigan, where activists are submitting petitions to add an initiative
to November’s ballot that would create an independent redistricting
commission. As the country hurtles toward the 2020 Census, Ohio might be
one sign of where states are heading.
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Ohio Redistricting Commission to hold meeting, but won’t
approve congressional maps before adjourning
Updated: Oct. 27, 2021, 1:15 a.m. | Published: Oct. 26, 2021, 1:39 p.m.
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Members of the Ohio Redistricting Commission. They are (from top to bottom and left to right): Secretary of State Frank LaRose, Gov. Mike
DeWine, State Auditor Keith Faber, Sen. Vernon Sykes, Senate President Matt Huffman, House Minority Leader Emilia Sykes and House Speaker
Bob Cupp. (State of Ohio photos) State of Ohio

151

shares
By Andrew J. Tobias, cleveland.com

COLUMBUS, Ohio -- After weeks of public inactivity, the Ohio Redistricting Commission will hold its first
and only meeting this week to consider congressional map plans. But it won’t be passing anything before a
Oct. 31 deadline, meaning responsibility to redraw Ohio’s congressional maps is headed back to the
Republican-controlled state legislature.
The redistricting commission will meet at 10 a.m. on Thursday at the Ohio Statehouse in Columbus to
consider maps that have been introduced, including those by Ohio Senate Democrats, according to a
meeting agenda.
Advertisement
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The commission will give map sponsors the opportunity to testify about their proposals. But Ohio
Republicans who control the commission won’t be introducing a map of their own, much less voting on a
Republican plan, according to House Republicans. And members of the public won’t be allowed to comment
on the plans or on the issue generally.
Under Ohio’s new redistricting rules, the commission’s authority to pass new congressional maps will expire
at the end of the month, with responsibility then shifting back to the Republican-controlled state
legislature. That means three Republicans on the seven-member Ohio Redistricting Commission -- Gov.
Mike DeWine, Secretary of State Frank LaRose and state Auditor Keith Faber -- will be cut out of the
process.
House Speaker Bob Cupp, a Lima Republican who co-chairs the redistricting commission, told reporters
about his plans for the commission at the Statehouse on Tuesday. An official announcement is going out
soon, according to a spokesman.
The leading Democrat on the redistricting commission, Akron Sen. Vernon Sykes, for weeks has been

calling for the commission to hold hearings to consider map proposals. But Cupp, as the co-chair of the
commission, has to also agree to hold a meeting. Republicans have stood pat, indicating they plan to run
the clock until November. They’ve blamed legal challenges to the state legislative maps commission
Republicans approved last month. The process also has been set back by the delayed completion of the
U.S. Census, the results of which are used to design the maps.
But GOP legislative leaders also have said they think there are strategic advantages to bypassing the
commission and waiting until November.
Senate President Matt Huffman, a Lima Republican who has played a lead role in redistricting, told
reporters last week he thinks it will be easier to negotiate when the only involved parties are House and
Senate Republican and Democratic leaders.
“I do think it makes a difference if we have this sort of seven-headed animal, the redistricting commission,
come to a decision, versus the General Assembly, which is one vote in the Senate and one vote in the
House,” Huffman said.
The Republican-dominated legislature will have until the end of November to approve maps. In order to get
maps that will last for the typical 10 years, at least one-third of Democrats in the House and Senate will
have to approve them.
Legislative Republicans could approve maps with a simple majority vote and no Democratic support. But
those maps would expire after four years.
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Legislative Republicans missed another congressional redistricting deadline when they failed to introduce a
map proposal by the end of September, giving temporary control over the process to the redistricting
commission. Passing maps in September would have required votes from half of legislative Democrats, a
higher bar for bipartisanship than the rules require in November.
Huffman told reporters last week his plan is to seek bipartisan, 10-year maps. But the redistricting process

so far has shown little evidence of bipartisanship, with Republicans on the commission approving state
legislative maps that are expected to award the GOP two-thirds of legislative seats, preserving their vetoproof majority while prompting lawsuits from a multitude of voter-rights groups, Democratic-linked groups
and generally progressive advocacy groups.
Ohioans in 2015 and 2018 overhauled the state’s redistricting process, overwhelmingly approving antigerrymandering reforms that created the Ohio Redistricting Commission and put in place new rules meant
to promote bipartisanship, representational fairness and transparency while limiting how counties and
cities can be split.
Advertisement

But hundreds of pages of depositions and other legal filings, filed as evidence in the redistricting lawsuits,
show that maps were drawn by Republican staffers with oversight from Huffman and Cupp, but with little
input from anyone else on the seven-member redistricting commission. Republicans also have contended
that language in the 2015 reform directing the maps to be politically representative of statewide voter
preferences are not legally enforceable, an argument rejected by voting-rights advocates, Democrats and a
leading state constitutional expert.
Anticipating that the redistricting commission would adjourn without approving a new congressional map,
House Minority Leader Emilia Sykes, the second Democrat on the Ohio Redistricting Commission, on
Tuesday called on Republican legislative leaders to make preparations for moving something through the
legislature.
In a letter, Sykes called on Cupp and Huffman to organize a special redistricting committee, including
naming committee members, by Nov. 4, to introduce a map proposal by Nov. 10 and to hold at least one of
two mandatory public hearings on the maps by Nov. 15.
A proposal Senate Democrats introduced in late September is the only officially proposed congressional
map plan, in a map that would draw eight Republican districts, six Democratic ones and a single toss-up
district that would lean Democratic. The proposal was a nonstarter with Republicans, since it would cause
the GOP to lose at least four congressional seats compared to the status quo.
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Ohio’s current congressional maps, drawn as a pro-Republican gerrymander in 2011, awarded 12 of the
state’s 16 congressional seats to Republicans, with no seat changing hands for the decade they appeared
on the ballot, even though Republicans only got around 55% of the votes during that time. Ohio is losing a
congressional seat after last year’s U.S. Census found its population growth didn’t keep up with other
states.
Note to readers: if you purchase something through one of our affiliate links we may earn a commission.
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investing.com | Sponsored

Dear Annie: I think the only way I can help my son is by evicting him
cleveland.com

Apologies to my grandson - the world I’m leaving you is a train wreck: John Blumenthal
cleveland.com
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NEWS_0018

OHIO REDISTRICTING COMMISSION

ANNOUNCEMENT OF COMMISSION MEETING

TO::

Members of the Ohio Redistricting Commission

FROM:

Speaker Robert Cupp, Co-Chair
Senator Vernon Sykes, Co-Chair

DATE:

Thursday, October 28, 2021

TIME:

10 a.m. – 1 p.m.

LOCATION:

Ohio House Finance Hearing Room (Room 313)
Ohio Statehouse
1 Capitol Square
Columbus, Ohio 43215-4275
AGENDA

•

The Ohio Redistricting Commission will hear testimony only from sponsors who submitted
complete, statewide congressional district plans. 1 No other testimony will be accepted.

•

Plan sponsors requesting to testify in person should submit a completed witness form 2 to:
testimony@redistricting.ohio.gov. If testifying in person, be prepared to limit your testimony in
the interest of time and other witnesses.

•

Please (1) confirm that you are a plan sponsor, (2) indicate which plan you submitted and (3)
confirm that your submission is a complete statewide congressional plan.

•

If you have written testimony to accompany your in-person presentation, or if you are submitting
written testimony only, you may send an electronic copy of your testimony to
testimony@redistricting.ohio.gov.

Senate Contact: Giulia Cambieri, (614) 644-5533
House Contact: Aaron Mulvey, (614) 466-8759

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/assets/organizations/redistricting-commission/witness-and-mediainformation-form.pdf.
1
2

www.redistricting.ohio.gov
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Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine approves congressional map

Gov. DeWine approves congressional
map over objections of voting rights
groups, Democrats
Laura A. Bischoff The Columbus Dispatch

Despite pleas from Democrats and voting rights groups for a veto, Republican Gov. Mike
DeWine on Saturday signed into law a congressional redistricting map that will likely face
court challenges.
Republicans who crafted the map said it offers seven competitive districts, divides only 12
counties and keeps seven of Ohio's eight biggest cities whole. DeWine touted the same
points in a Saturday morning statement.
“When compared to the other proposals offered from House and Senate caucuses, both
Republican and Democrat, the map in Senate Bill 258 makes the most progress to produce
a fair, compact, and competitive map," DeWine said.
The GOP lawmakers defined "competitive" as within an 8 percentage point swing in the
partisan index. Competitiveness isn't a requirement under the voter-approved changes to
the Ohio Constitution.
Jen Miller, executive director of the League of Women Voters of Ohio said it was a "sad day
for Ohio."
"This new congressional map is extremely partisan gerrymandered, violating the Ohio
Constitution and prioritizing short-sided partisan considerations ahead of the rights of all
Ohio voters," Miller said. "Ohio voters deserve better, and we will not stop our efforts until
gerrymandering finally comes to an end in Ohio."
DeWine's signature on the map bill marks the culmination of years of fighting over how
Ohio should draw its political maps. Voters embraced reforms in 2015 and 2018 that
promised a more bipartisan process for how Ohio would craft state legislative and
congressional district lines.
But it didn't pan out.
More: The threat of a 4-year map was supposed to inspire Ohio redistricting compromise.
It didn't
https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/politics/2021/11/20/ohio-gov-mike-dewine-approves-congressional-map/8681565002/
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Neither the legislative map or congressional map won a single vote from any Democrats on
the Ohio Redistricting Commission or in the General Assembly. That means the maps will
be in place for four years instead of 10.
Oral arguments for lawsuits challenging the legislative maps are scheduled before the Ohio
Supreme Court for Dec. 8. And advocates for fair maps said this week they'd weigh their
options for challenging the congressional maps as well.
"Ohio will be sued," Democratic attorney Marc Elias, whose firm filed a lawsuit over the
state legislative maps on behalf of voters, said in a tweet after DeWine signed the bill.
Democrats opposed the congressional map bill, saying they were shut out of the process
and the map will likely result in Republicans holding 13 of 15 seats. The map divides
Hamilton County across three congressional districts and lumps the city of Cincinnati into
a district with heavily Republican Warren County.
Democrats criticized DeWine for signing a bill they said fails to abide by the will of voters.
"There’s only one thing you can count on Mike DeWine for: naked, partisan self-interest,”
Ohio Democratic Party Chair Elizabeth Walters said in a statement. "By signing these
despicable maps into law, DeWine is leaving no doubt he will always put his own political
interests over the interests of Ohioans he is supposed to serve. DeWine and the Ohio GOP
are doing everything and anything they can to prevent voters from holding them
accountable at the ballot box while they continue to betray Ohioans at every turn.”
During his 2018 campaign for governor, DeWine told the Cincinnati Enquirer through a
spokesman: "The rules are pretty clear – the voters said that the redistricting process
should be done in a bipartisan way and when I am governor there will be an expectation
that the new district maps honor the voters' wishes."
Ohio Republicans have won every statewide executive office and a majority of state
legislative seats since 2010. Miller, of the League of Women Voters of Ohio, noted that
although Republicans have won those offices, they didn't win 100% of the votes.
Democrats have argued that the political maps should reflect proportional voting patterns.
Voting preferences have averaged 54% for Republican candidates and 46% for Democratic
candidates over the past decade. A map based on that proprortion would favor
Republicans 8-7.

https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/politics/2021/11/20/ohio-gov-mike-dewine-approves-congressional-map/8681565002/
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The Ohio Constitution has no requirement that the congressional map matches the
statewide preferences of voters, but it's one measure used to measure "fair maps."
Laura Bischoff is a reporter for the USA TODAY Network Ohio Bureau, which serves the
Columbus Dispatch, Cincinnati Enquirer, Akron Beacon Journal and 18 other affiliated
news organizations across Ohio.

https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/politics/2021/11/20/ohio-gov-mike-dewine-approves-congressional-map/8681565002/
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Ohio's historic congressional redistricting reform: Frank
LaRose (Opinion)
cleveland.com/opinion/2018/02/ohios_historic_congressional_r.html

February 18, 2018
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Ohio lawmakers achieved a bipartisan redistricting deal at the Ohio Statehouse earlier this
month that will appear on the May 8 primary ballot.(Jackie Borchardt, cleveland.com, File,
2016)
By Guest Columnist/cleveland.com

State Sen. Frank LaRose of Hudson is the Republican candidate for Ohio secretary of state.
COLUMBUS, Ohio -- Hey Washington, look what's happening in the heartland. We're
working together to solve problems, and we are governing.
For years, Ohioans have recognized the need to reform the winner-take-all process for
redistricting following the census every ten years. Under the current process, the party with
the majority draws the maps as they see fit, with no need for input from the minority party.
Historically, this has resulted in partisan excesses regardless of whether Republicans or
Democrats held the pen. The voters of Ohio wanted us to put people before partisanship and
work to address this seemingly intractable problem. Thankfully, we did.
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In a historic move earlier this month, Ohio Republicans and Democrats came together to
pass a redistricting reform proposal.
The hard work and dedication from the Ohioans advocating for fair districts was instrumental
in bringing the discussion to the fore.
While it may seem that the spirit of statesmanship and compromise is dead in American
politics, Ohio's efforts to improve the current system is a shining example that good
governance is possible when partisanship takes a backseat.
I have spent much of the last eight years working on this issue, often trying to bridge the
partisan divide and bring people together around this sometimes esoteric but always
significant issue. In fact, I introduced legislation last March which helped form the basis for
the resolution passed this week.
As a longtime proponent of reform, I've often been asked: "The current process has
benefited your party over the last two decades; why do you want to mess with it?"
This issue has resonated with me because I believe competition makes us stronger. I want
my party to win elections because we have better candidates and better ideas - not because
we use modern GIS mapping software and pinpoint-accurate polling data to draw district
lines better than the other party.
Now that both chambers in the Ohio General Assembly have passed Senate Joint
Resolution 5, Ohioans get to vote on the plan in the May primary.
Here is what you should know...
The reform keeps communities together by limiting divisions of counties, townships and
municipalities. The plan seeks to create reasonably compact districts by specifying that at
least 65 of the 88 counties will be kept whole, and limits how many total county splits can
occur.
Additional safeguards are put in place to prevent unnecessary splitting of Ohio's
municipalities and townships.
For example, large cities like Cleveland and Cincinnati will remain whole within their districts.
The plan also includes important protections to assure that Voting Rights Act principles are
upheld in Ohio.
Finally, significant measures are taken to assure that the process is transparent throughout
and inclusive of public input when it's time to draw the maps.
The plan for a 10-year map requires significant support from both parties, ensuring a fair
process with bipartisan approval.
3/4
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Step one: A map proposed by the General Assembly requires a three-fifths vote in
each chamber, with at least half of the minority party's vote. If that is not reached, the
process moves to the bipartisan Redistricting Commission, which Ohio voters approved
in 2015.
Step two: A map drawn by the seven-member commission requires two minority votes
to pass. If that fails, the map-drawing responsibility moves back to the state legislature.
Step three: A map requires a three-fifths vote in each chamber with a one-third vote of
the minority party. If this doesn't occur, a map can be passed with a simple majority, but
triggers significant safeguards to protect against partisan excess, and that map will only
be in place for four years, during which time the balance of power could change.
Our work to improve congressional redistricting embodies the spirit of civility and
compromise that voters want to see from their elected officials.
Benjamin Franklin, responding to a woman's question after the 1787 Constitutional
Convention as to what would be the form of our government, said, "a Republic, if you can
keep it."
There is no magic formula or perfectly unbiased panel of experts to call upon for redistricting.
The process relies on sensible leaders, accountable to the citizens, who will work in good
faith to compromise on reasonable maps that do not unduly benefit a narrow political
interest. It takes people to keep it.
If this plan receives final approval, it will ultimately fall to the people charged with carrying out
this process to do so in the same spirit of compromise with which it was drafted. We've
created a balanced redistricting process, it will be up to the people of Ohio to keep it.
Frank LaRose is a state senator representing Wayne County and parts of Stark and Summit
counties, and the Republican candidate for Ohio secretary of state.
*********
Have something to say about this topic? Use the comments to share your thoughts, and stay
informed when readers reply to your comments by using the Notification Settings (in blue).
Note to readers: if you purchase something through one of our affiliate links we may earn a
commission.
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 Senate Minority Leader Kenny Yuko is pictured at the Ohio Statehouse. Official photo.

The day before the first deadline for congressional maps in Ohio, Democrats in the state
Senate released a map of district lines which reduce the Republican lean in the state.
The map was released as Senate Bill 237, and was introduced Wednesday by Ohio Senate
Minority Leader Kenny Yuko, D-Richmond Heights, and state Sen. Vernon Sykes, D-Akron,
who is also the co-chair of the Ohio Redistricting Commission.
https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2021/09/30/senate-dems-propose-congressional-map/
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The maps propose six seats that would be
competitive, along with a likely breakdown of
eight Republican districts to seven Democratic
or nine Republican to six Democrats. Currently
Republicans control Ohio U.S. Congressional
seats 12-4.

 The Ohio Senate Dems proposed congressional
district map.

The Democrats’ proposed map shows a partisan
lean between 45% and 55%, closely reflecting
the 46-54 Democratic to Republican average
percentage of vote split in the last 16 partisan
statewide elections. Legislative maps approved in
a partisan 5-2 vote by the redistricting
commission give Republicans at least a 62 of 99
district advantage, according to their own
numbers, and were deeply criticized by
Democrats.

The deadline set out in the Ohio Constitution
for the General Assembly to pass a congressional
map is set to pass on Thursday, with no indication that legislators plan to meet it.

“Our plan demonstrates that if the majority had the will, we could have drawn a bipartisan
map before the September 30 deadline,” Sykes said in a Wednesday statement announcing the
maps.
John Fortney, spokesperson for the Senate GOP said the caucus was still reviewing the maps,
but after an initial review, Fortney called the Dem maps a “new experiment in geometric
shapes.”
“A fatter snake on the lake, the district around Columbus gives new meaning to the
‘horseshoe’ and the 7th looks like a big thumbs up for maybe a new member of Congress,”
Fortney told the OCJ.
The Senate maps have initial support from anti-gerrymandering group All On the Line Ohio.
“This proposed map is a great starting point for community-led conversation about how best
to serve Ohioans under new district lines,” said Katy Shanahan, state director for AOTL. “Now
we need public hearings so we can share our thoughts.”
The only progress the legislature has made in the congressional redistricting process is
approving rules for the Ohio Redistricting Commission, who will now take the lead on map
approval as the GA deadline passes.
Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine signed House Bill 92 into law on Wednesday. The main focus of the
bill regards child abuse or neglect investigations involving the military, but at the last minute,
language was added bringing the rules of the Ohio Redistricting Commission into the
https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2021/09/30/senate-dems-propose-congressional-map/
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measure, such as the creation of a public website for submission of congressional district plans
and access to data.
If the commission can’t come to a bipartisan agreement by the end of October, the process
goes back to legislators.
Currently, the democratic map in SB 237 only has the support of the Ohio Senate Democratic
Caucus.
The legislative maps are facing multiple court challenges, and if the Ohio Supreme Court finds
the maps unconstitutional, the redistricting commission will then have to take up the
legislative maps again as they decide on congressional maps.
The state’s highest court has given parties in the three lawsuits against the legislative maps
until December to plan their arguments for and against the maps.

https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2021/09/30/senate-dems-propose-congressional-map/
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 This flow chart shows the new process for redrawing congressional districts in Ohio. Circled is the deadline in question due to
the U.S. Census data delay.
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Ohio lawmakers set to miss another
redistricting deadline
By FARNOUSH AMIRI

September 30, 2021

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — State lawmakers in Ohio will miss their initial Thursday deadline for
redrawing the state’s congressional district maps for the next decade, a key lawmaker says.
The lapse predicted by Senate President Matt Huffman punts the job to the Ohio Redistricting
Commission, a newly created panel already facing criticism and lawsuits challenging the fairness
of the new map it passed for state legislative districts.
A new, voter-approved redistricting process is being used in Ohio for the first time this year. It
has been complicated by a months-long delay in the release of 2020 census figures needed to
draw the maps due to the coronavirus pandemic.
“This process is new. It’s complicated and it’s going to take some time to sort it through,”
Huffman, a Lima Republican, told reporters. “My guys were working on the state maps for 25
straight days and nights, so there really wasn’t any practical way for us to get it done by this
Thursday.”

ADVERTISEMENT

https://apnews.com/article/ohio-redistricting-congress-c26c6646880f2f2dcb32709055e7363c
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But Democrats say GOP efforts to protect partisan interests are to blame.
“When it comes down to it, (Republicans) are going to side with their legislative colleagues for
partisan interests,” said Sen. Vernon Sykes, co-chair of the redistricting commission. “And that’s
what’s stopping us. That’s what’s holding us up.”
An Associated Press analysis found that Republican politicians used census data after election
victories 10 years ago to draw voting districts that gave them a greater political advantage in
more states than either party had in the past 50 years. Voters in Ohio have some of the nation’s
most gerrymandered maps, the AP found.
What happens next in Ohio’s congressional redistricting process will be the scheduling of
statewide public input sessions, similar to the more than a dozen hearings that took place over
the summer about the drawing of the legislative districts.
In the meantime, the seven-member commission, already tasked with drawing legislative
districts, will have until Oct. 31 to pass a 10-year congressional map with four “yes” votes and the
support of both Democratic members.
If the panel does not submit a new map by that date, the process will go back to the Legislature
with a reduced requirement of one-third of Democratic members voting in support by the end of
November.
If lawmakers cannot reach that threshold, a simple majority can push through a 4-year
congressional map.
The commission and then potentially lawmakers will also have to take into consideration that
Ohio is set to lose a congressional seat because of slower population growth, bringing the total
number to 15.

ADVERTISEMENT

Sykes and Senate Democrats introduced their version of a congressional map Wednesday. The
proposal received immediate criticism from GOP leadership, with spokesperson John Fortney
calling the map “a new experiment in geometric shapes.”
The congressional deadline comes weeks after the panel charged with redrawing state legislative
districts missed its Sept. 1 deadline and went on to approve new district boundaries purely along
party lines, meaning those maps, as they stand, will only last for four years.

https://apnews.com/article/ohio-redistricting-congress-c26c6646880f2f2dcb32709055e7363c
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The GOP-backed legislative district maps are now facing three lawsuits in the Ohio Supreme
Court, which separately allege the process and end product are an example of “extreme, partisan”
gerrymandering that violates voters’ rights and the Ohio constitution.
___
Farnoush Amiri is a corps member for the Associated Press/Report for America Statehouse News
Initiative. Report for America is a nonprofit national service program that places journalists in
local newsrooms to report on undercovered issues.

https://apnews.com/article/ohio-redistricting-congress-c26c6646880f2f2dcb32709055e7363c
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Ohio redistricting commission gives up on US House
map
thehill.com/homenews/campaign/579405-ohio-redistricting-commission-gives-up-on-us-house-map

Reid Wilson

November 1, 2021
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A new bipartisan commission tasked with redrawing Ohio’s political boundaries every decade
surrendered its authority to draw congressional districts without even considering a proposal,
punting the decision to a state legislature overwhelmingly controlled by Republicans.
The commission, created three years ago with the support of more than 70 percent of Ohio
voters, held just one meeting to consider congressional district boundaries. At that meeting,
commissioners heard testimony from Ohio voters, one of whom used candy corn to aid his
visual presentation.
Commissioners did not bring up or vote on any of their own proposals.
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The commission had until Sunday to approve congressional district maps. Its failure to do so
means the legislature will now have about a month to craft, consider and approve new U.S.
House district lines.
The constitutional amendment voters approved created a unique type of commission, one
that includes the governor, the secretary of state, the state auditor, two legislative
Republicans and two legislative Democrats. The three statewide elected officials — Gov.
Mike DeWine

Mike DeWineOhio governor cancels appearances after coronavirus exposure Ohio
redistricting commission gives up on US House map Ohio corrects Wright Brothers error on
new license plates MORE, Secretary of State Frank LaRose and Auditor Keith Faber — are
all Republicans; commissioners needed just four votes to approve district boundaries.
“In 2018 Ohioans sent a clear message on redistricting — we wanted a fair and transparent
process. Today, once again, the Republican-led commission sent quite another message —
they don’t care,” said Katy Shanahan, the Ohio state director for All On The Line, an affiliate
of the National Democratic Redistricting Committee. “Not about transparency in map
drawing, not about ensuring public engagement opportunities, not about the constitutional
requirements, and not about our democracy.”
Dan Tierney, a spokesman for DeWine, said the commissioners simply ran out of time to
draw new district lines after the U.S. Census Bureau delayed delivery of data used in the
redistricting process. That delay, caused by lawsuits and the coronavirus pandemic, has left
lawmakers in other states scrambling to complete their own redistricting in time to meet other
deadlines.
“It essentially took five months out of the process,” Tierney said of the delay. “That is a
significant reduction in time.”
Ohio is set to lose one of its congressional districts next year, after the state’s population
grew at a slower rate than the rest of the country. The loss marks the sixth consecutive
decade in which Ohio’s congressional delegation has dropped, after reaching its apex of 24
seats in the 1960s.
It is not clear how legislative Republicans will act. The state’s congressional delegation is
made up of 12 Republicans and just four Democrats; one of those four districts, currently
held by Rep. Tim Ryan
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Timothy (Tim) RyanDemocrats brace for flood of retirements after Virginia rout Ohio
Republicans swing for fences in redistricting proposals Ohio redistricting commission gives
up on US House map MORE (D) and based east of Akron into Youngstown, favored
President Biden

Joe BidenPennsylvania's GOP-controlled Senate to spend up to 0K on election investigation
Biden's pick for Arizona's US Attorney confirmed by Senate Overnight Health Care —
Presented by Emergent Biosolutions — Boosters for all MORE by a slim 4-point margin in
2020.
Ryan is running for a U.S. Senate seat being vacated by retiring Sen. Rob Portman

Robert (Rob) Jones PortmanOvernight Defense & National Security — Presented by Boeing
— US mulls Afghan evacuees' future Hillicon Valley — Presented by Ericsson — DOJ
unveils new election hacking charges GOP senators appalled by 'ridiculous' House infighting
MORE (R), making his open district a potential candidate for elimination. The four
neighboring districts, held by Reps. Bill Johnson

William (Bill) Leslie JohnsonOhio redistricting commission gives up on US House map Biden
needs to be both Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside Maintain navigable waters rule to make homes
more affordable MORE (R), Bob Gibbs
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Robert (Bob) Brian GibbsOhio redistricting commission gives up on US House map
Pennsylvania Republican becomes latest COVID-19 breakthrough case in Congress Ohio
GOP congressman tests positive for COVID-19 MORE (R), Dave Joyce (R) and Anthony
Gonzalez

Anthony GonzalezThe Hill's Morning Report - Presented by ExxonMobil - Will Biden's big bill
pass the House this week? Republican Rep. Upton unsure if he'll run again Sunday shows Biden officials craft inflation message MORE (R), who is also retiring, all backed former
President Donald Trump

Donald TrumpPennsylvania's GOP-controlled Senate to spend up to 0K on election
investigation Trump congratulates Rittenhouse on acquittal The Memo: Rittenhouse verdict
reverberates across polarized nation MORE by wide margins in 2020.
State Senate President Matt Huffman (R), also a member of the commission, told reporters
the Senate would begin hearings on two proposed revisions to U.S. House maps, one
backed by Republicans and one supported by Democrats.
The Democratic map would create six Democratic districts, eight Republican-leaning seats
and a competitive district near what is now Ryan’s district. The Republican plan has not yet
been made public.
The constitutional amendment that created the commission did envision the prospect of a
deadlocked panel, kicking the authority to draw districts to the legislature. The amendment
allows the majority party to force through their maps, though if the winning proposal does not
attract support from at least a third of the members of the minority party, it would be in place
for only four years, instead of 10.
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Daily Kos Elections Live Digest: 11/3

Wednesday, Nov 3, 2021 · 3:19:12 PM EDT · David Nir

OH Redistricting: Republicans in Ohio's Senate and House have each released a draft congressional map,
both equally extreme. The House version would likely send 13 Republicans and just two Democrats to
Congress, while the Senate plan would do the same, albeit with districts configured differently.
Republicans have also made proper assessment of these proposals difficult: The Senate only released a tiny
image of its map and none of the normal data files that would make any sort of detailed analysis possible. The
House did little better, providing a data file that would normally be in spreadsheet format as a 5,882-page PDF
instead. Fortunately we were able to convert the House's PDF and obtain proper data files for the Senate.

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2021/11/3/2061034/-Daily-Kos-Elections-Live-Digest-11-3
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With new maps coming in 2021, days are
numbered for Ohio's gerrymandered 'snake
on the lake'
LIZ SKALKA
The Blade
lskalka@theblade.com

FEB 13, 2021

8:00 AM

Democrat Marcy Kaptur has represented her congressional district, as it's
currently drawn, for almost a decade, and by now she's more than ready for a
change.
Dubbed the “Snake on the Lake," Ohio's 9th Congressional District — often
cited as a particularly egregious example of partisan gerrymandering — is due
for an overhaul as state lawmakers prepare to draw new congressional and state
legislative maps in 2021.
Redistricting occurs every 10 years to reflect new population trends, but this
year marks the first time Ohio will update its maps since voters passed reform
measures to curb the extreme partisan map-drawing that gave northern Ohio a
bizarre Democratic congressional district extending from Toledo to Cleveland
along Lake Erie.
ADVERTISEMENT
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"They really hurt us," Ms. Kaptur said of the 2011 redrawing, when she lost
some Toledo voting wards to Republican Rep. Bob Latta of Bowling Green.
"They cobbled it up. They disrespected the community. I so resent what was
done."
The first major mile-marker in congressional redistricting is expected by April,
when the U.S. Census Bureau releases an initial batch of data that determines
the number of U.S. House districts in each state. But NPR reported on Friday
that other data needed to draw new voting districts could be delayed until Sept.
30, bumping up against deadlines for approving both state legislative and
congressional maps.
Groups like All On The Line, Common Cause, and the League of Women Voters
are already engaging voters about how they can participate in public input
sessions.
"We are going through a brand new process with a brand new set of rules," said
Katy Shanahan, the Ohio state director for All On The Line, an affiliate of
former Attorney General Eric Holder's National Democratic Redistricting
Committee. "Nobody has gone through this process the way we will this year.
And so legislators owe it to their constituents to talk to them about what they
can expect."
ADVERTISEMENT

While state legislative districts are redrawn by a redistricting commission that
includes top executive officeholders and a bipartisan panel of lawmakers, the
process for making new congressional maps occurs in the General Assembly,
where Republicans have supermajorities in both chambers. The reform
https://web.archive.org/web/20210213135451/https://www.toledoblade.com/local/politics/2021/02/13/With-redistricting-around-the-corner-2021-is-the-l…
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measures passed in 2015 and 2018 are designed to promote bipartisan
cooperation and give the minority more power in both situations.
But the process isn't unfolding how voters then might have imagined. The
pandemic has delayed the release of necessary data and squeezed the 2021
timeline — map-drawing is now expected to begin in the late summer and state
lawmakers will need an almost instant turnaround to meet current state
deadlines.
At the same time, lawmakers are also preoccupied with confronting the ongoing
effects of coronavirus and fallout from a corruption scandal involving the
bailout of two northern Ohio nuclear power plants.
House Minority Leader Emilia Sykes, a co-chairman of the legislature's
redistricting task force, said GOP lawmakers missed an opportunity to get an
early head start when they ignored her request to release funds in 2019, after a
court ruling almost forced lawmakers to redraw the congressional map for the
2020 election.
"We've known this was a requirement,” Ms. Sykes said. “It's not like it snuck up
out of nowhere, and we should have been preparing ourselves for it. That's one
of the missed opportunities is not to have started this process a year or two
years ago.”
The reforms also leave plenty of room for political interpretation.
"The first thing we don't know is the degree to which the spirit of the
redistricting reforms are really going to take hold of the process," said David
Niven, a political science professor at the University of Cincinnati. "The spirit of
the process is very clear. You don't needlessly chop towns and neighborhoods
and counties into pieces ... but what's not clear is the operative reality that's
going to come out of our new redistricting law."
There's still some sense of what's ahead in 2021. Ohio's sluggish population
growth is expected to strip the state of at least one congressional seat, leaving it
with 15 or fewer House members after the 2022 election.
That reality is having an immediate political impact as current congressmen
consider whether to abandon re-election bids and instead run for the U.S.
Senate seat being vacated by Republican Rob Portman, who announced last
month that he won’t seek re-election next year.
https://web.archive.org/web/20210213135451/https://www.toledoblade.com/local/politics/2021/02/13/With-redistricting-around-the-corner-2021-is-the-l…
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The reforms also guarantee that a district like Ms. Kaptur's can no longer exist.
Lawmakers are required to pass a map that keeps 65 of 88 counties whole to
prevent the kind of packing and cracking of communities that made the current
configuration of the 9th District possible.
"Even if nobody cares about what the other side thinks and those incentives are
ignored or not important enough, the new rules still require that better maps be
drawn," said Senate President Matt Huffman of Lima, a leader on the 2018
reforms, who noted the 9th District was what Democrats asked for in 2011.
"If the minority [now] said, 'hey, we're OK if you draw that weird district that
Marcy Kaptur's in, we think its better for us,' and the majority and minority
both agree — you can't do that. It's bad governmental policy," he said.
Besides the "Snake on the Lake," Ohio is home to Republican Jim Jordan's
mallard-shaped 4th Congressional District, which zigzags from Sandusky Bay to
the Columbus suburbs and west toward Indiana. In southwest Ohio, Republican
Steve Chabot's 1st Congressional District bifurcates Cincinnati and its suburban
counties. Neither conforms to the rules voters passed for fairer districts.
But that doesn't mean those lawmakers are getting drawn out of a job.
Political insiders are mulling a few scenarios for eliminating a congressional
seat, with the most likely being the erasure of Democrat Tim Ryan's district in
northeast Ohio's Mahoning Valley, a part of the state that has become less
hospitable to Democrats. Mr. Ryan is among those now weighing a bid to
succeed Mr. Portman.
Several in Ohio's GOP delegation, including U.S. Reps. Anthony Gonzalez, Bill
Johnson, and Steve Stivers, are also considering running.
Even if the 9th District returns to its roots as a northwest Ohio-based seat, that
doesn't necessarily mean it's an easy transition for Ms. Kaptur, who had to
compete against Cleveland Democrat Dennis Kucinich to retain her seat in
2012. The longest-serving woman in Congress, Ms. Kaptur's ties to Toledo and
the region run deep, but some Republicans who view legacy Democrats as
targets are hoping to create a more GOP-friendly Toledo district.
It's also possible that Cincinnati could gain a Democratic seat in a part of the
state trending away from Republicans. The same goes for the Columbus
suburbs.
https://web.archive.org/web/20210213135451/https://www.toledoblade.com/local/politics/2021/02/13/With-redistricting-around-the-corner-2021-is-the-l…
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"The transformative differences are likely to be in Cincinnati and in Columbus,
where the mapmakers really took to those cities with surgical precision to try
and create a Democratic Cincinnati with Republican representation and a
Democratic Columbus with largely Republican representation," Mr. Niven said.
Ohio's map worked exactly as it was designed to for the past five elections. None
of the state's four Democratic and 12 Republican districts switched parties, and
for the most part general elections weren't close.
Ms. Shanahan, the All On The Line organizer, said there are enough loopholes
in the new rules to keep advocates busy through the summer.
"My street that I live on is split in half between the 12th and 3rd Congressional
Districts," she explained, joking that one of her goals is getting her entire
Franklin County street into one district. Under the new rules, 18 counties are
able to be divided once, and only five can be divided three times.
"Some of the worst offending districts will still be able to be drawn in quite the
same way. There's still wiggle room in those rules, so it's going to be on us to
make sure that those wiggles don't happen," she said.

https://web.archive.org/web/20210213135451/https://www.toledoblade.com/local/politics/2021/02/13/With-redistricting-around-the-corner-2021-is-the-l…
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Proposed Congressional maps show different
approaches to representation in Ohio
statenews.org/government-politics/2021-11-15/proposed-congressional-maps-show-different-approaches-torepresentation-in-ohio

November 16, 2021

Government/Politics
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Andy Chow
/
Statehouse News Bureau
Sen. Rob McColley (R-Napoleon) presents a new Congressional district map, drawn by the Senate
Republican Caucus.

The plans from Republicans and Democrats in the House and Senate
vary on competitiveness and partisan splits.
State lawmakers are preparing for the next step of the Congressional redistricting process
which could pick up steam after the Senate Republicans unveil their new proposal.
The House and Senate have held separate committee meetings and two hearings by a joint
panel to discuss the four plans put forth by lawmakers; HB479 (House Republicans), HB483
(House Democrats), SB237 (Senate Democrats), SB258 (Senate Republicans).
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Supporters and opponents of the plans have argued over how each map breaks down
politically to potentially determine how many seats could be won by either party.
Lawmakers must approve a new Congressional map with 15 districts, down from the 16
Congressional districts Ohio's had for the last decade.
Here is the partisan breakdown for each proposed map based on the national analytic tool,
"Dave's Redistricting." The list compiles voter data and compares the amount of registered
Republican voters and Democratic voters for every proposed district.
Update: Senate and House Republicans announced a new proposal for a Congressional
district map Monday evening that will be introduced in the form of a substitute bill to SB258.
The details needed for a full voter analysis per district were not yet available.
Senate and House Republicans in Ohio introduce a new Congressional district map
proposal pic.twitter.com/PUGy7DsX7b
— Andy Chow (@andy_chow) November 16, 2021
Senate Republican map - SB258 (prior to amendments)
Very Strong Republican Districts (at or more than 20% gap) - 3
Strong Republican Districts (at or more than 10%) - 3
Very Strong Democratic Districts (at or more than 20% gap) - 1
Strong Democratic Districts (at or more than 10%) - 1
Competitive Leaning Republican Districts (under 10%) - 7
Competitive Leaning Democratic Districts (under 10%) - 0
The Senate Republican map would likely put two sets of incumbents in the same district; Bill
Johnson (R-6th District) and Tim Ryan (D-13th District); and Joyce Beatty (D-3rd District)
and Jim Jordan (R-4th District).
House Republican map - HB479
Very Strong Republican Districts (at or more than 20% gap) - 4
Strong Republican Districts (at or more than 10%) - 5
Very Strong Democratic Districts (at or more than 20% gap) - 0
Strong Democratic Districts (at ore more than 10%) - 2
Competitive Leaning Republican Districts (under 10%) - 4
Competitive Leaning Democratic Districts (under 10%) - 0
The House Republican map would likely put two sets of incumbents in the same district:
Steve Chabot (R-1st District) and Brad Wenstrup (R-2nd District); and Joyce Beatty (D-3rd
District) and Mike Carey (R-15th District).
Senate Democratic map - SB237
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Very Strong Republican Districts (at or more than 20% gap) - 6
Strong Republican Districts (at or more than 10%) - 0
Very Strong Democratic Districts (at or more than 20% gap) - 2
Strong Democratic Districts (at or more than 10%) - 1
Competitive Leaning Republican Districts (under 10%) - 2
Competitive Leaning Democratic Districts (under 10%) - 4
The Senate Democratic map would put four sets of incumbents in the same district: Steve
Chabot (R-1st District) and Brad Wenstrup (R-2nd District); Warren Davidson (R-8th District)
and Bob Latta (R-5th District); Joyce Beatty (D-3rd District) and Mike Carey (R-15th District);
and Troy Balderson (R-12th District) and Bill Johnson (R-6th District).
House Democratic map - HB483
Very Strong Republican Districts (at or more than 20% gap) - 6
Strong Republican Districts (at or more than 10%) - 0
Very Strong Democratic Districts (at or more than 20% gap) - 2
Strong Democratic Districts (at or more than 10%) - 2
Competitive Leaning Republican Districts (under 10%) - 3
Competitive Leaning Democratic Districts (under 10%) - 2
The House Democratic map would put four sets of incumbents in the same district: Steve
Chabot (R-1st District) and Brad Wenstrup (R-2nd District); Bob Gibbs (R-7th District), Troy
Balderson (R-12th District) and Bill Johnson (R-6th District); Tim Ryan (D-13th District) and
David Joyce (R-14th District); and Warren Davidson (R-8th District) and Jim Jordan (R-4th
District).
Lawmakers must follow provisions created by a statewide ballot issue in 2018 that was
intended to stop gerrymandering, when leaders draw maps to favor one political party over
another. Those mapmaking changes include a limit on how many times a county can be split.
Senate President Matt Huffman (R-Lima) said the goal is to keep districts compact and
competitive.
"It's impossible to draw all competitive districts without violating the Constitution otherwise
with the number of splits so there will be some districts that are in excess of a 60% likely in
whatever map that we end up passing," said Huffman.
There's been a debate over the definition of a competitive district. Republican leaders have
said they would consider a district competitive if it is within a 10% gap of Republican and
Democratic voters. However, fair district advocates have said that number should be much
lower to be considered competitive.
A final 10-year map would need approval from at least 1/3 of the Democratic members, a
four-year map can pass by a simple majority.
4/4
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Ohio House Approves Congressional District Map, Now
Heads To Gov. DeWine
news.wosu.org/politics/2021-11-18/ohio-house-approves-congressional-district-map-now-heads-to-gov-dewine

November 18, 2021
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Andy Chow
/
Ohio Public Radio
Sen. Rob McColley (R-Napoleon) presents a new Congressional district map, drawn by the Senate
Republican Caucus.

Updated, November 19, 2021, 7:48 a.m.
It's now up to Gov. Mike DeWine (R-Ohio) whether to sign off on a new Congressional district
map that gives Republicans an advantage in 12 of Ohio's 15 districts for four years.
In that House vote, every Democrat and four Republicans voted against the plan.
Rep. Stephanie Howse (D-Cleveland) says the Republican-drawn Congressional map goes
against the anti-gerrymandering reforms passed by voters three years ago.
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"So let's be for real like that is not what people voted for on May of 2018. They deserve
better. We need to do better. And we need to absolutely vote this mess down," said Howse
on the House floor.
Rep. Kyle Koehler (R-Springfield) was one of four Republicans who did not vote for the
maps.
"I hear constituents' views on both sides of so many issues. I can’t think of a time I have ever
had all my constituents agree on one issue. They did not want Springfield carved out of Clark
County. I voted 'no' splitting our county," Koehler said in a tweet on Thursday.
I hear constituents views on both sides of so many issues. I can’t think of a time I have
ever had all my constituents agree on one issue. They did not want Springfield carved
out of Clark County. I voted “no” splitting our county. pic.twitter.com/DxHYEBUNnr
— Rep. Kyle Koehler (@repkoehler) November 18, 2021
Rep. Bill Seitz (R-Cincinnati) says Ohio is a "red state" -- electing Republicans in most of the
statewide races for a decade. He says there are things that matter just as much as the
partisan breakdown of a district, such as any given candidate.
"Fair, ladies and gentlemen, is in the eyes of the beholder. We have followed the
Constitution. We have done our duty," said Seitz.
The map draws 15 Congressional districts in Ohio. Republican voters outnumber Democratic
voters by more than 20% in five districts and by more than 10% in two districts. Another five
districts, that fall within a 10% margin, lean in favor of Republicans. That's according to
"Dave's Redistricting," a national tool to analyze new maps.
There are only two districts in the Congressional map approved by the Ohio Senate that
heavily favor Democrats. Those districts are in Franklin County and Cuyahoga County.
Voter rights groups are now petitioning DeWine to veto the bill, which must be signed by the
end of the month.
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Andy Chow
Andy Chow is a general assignment state government reporter who focuses on
environmental, energy, agriculture, and education-related issues. He started his journalism
career as an associate producer with ABC 6/FOX 28 in Columbus before becoming a
producer with WBNS 10TV.
See stories by Andy Chow
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Gerrymandering: The secret issue Ohio will vote on in
the midterm election
cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/elections/2018/10/23/midterm-election-decide-fate-gerrymanderingohio/1663249002/

Jackie Borchardt, The Enquirer

Jackie Borchardt | Cincinnati Enquirer
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Show Caption
COLUMBUS – Most Ohio voters are thinking about the economy or health care when they
cast their ballots in the midterm election.
But there’s another big issue looming in the background: whether Ohio’s district maps will be
gerrymandered for another decade.
Yes, Ohio already voted for redistricting reform -- twice. But politicians will still be in charge
and have the final say on maps that will shape Ohio's political landscape for many years.
Whoever is elected governor, secretary of state and auditor will be part of a new sevenmember panel drawing Statehouse district lines in 2021.
State senators elected now will weigh in on the next congressional map. And the governor
elected in November -- likely to be either Republican Mike DeWine or Democrat Richard
Cordray -- will have veto power over that map.
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Democrats have made gerrymandering a part of their pitch to voters to upend years of GOP
rule in Columbus. Republicans might not be as vocal, but they're thinking about redistricting
too.
“This is a high-stakes political process that both parties care very much about, all the way up
to the highest levels," Sen. Frank LaRose, a Republican running for secretary of state, said.

What’s at stake
Republicans controlled both congressional and Statehouse redistricting processes in 2001
and 2011, the last two times Ohio updated its maps. Democrats, who refused to compromise
on reform in 2009 because they thought they'd hold the redistricting pen next, were
effectively shut out of the process.
The result: districts have consistently been won by the party they were drawn to favor.
Republicans have held 12 of Ohio’s 16 congressional seats since 2012 despite receiving 56
percent of the vote statewide.
Ohio has districts like the 9th, called the “snake on the lake,” which stretches from Toledo to
Cleveland, and the 1st, which splits Cincinnati and divides Hamilton County. Summit County,
in Northeast Ohio, is represented by four congressmen but none live in the county.
Republicans regained control of the Ohio House and hold super majorities in both
Statehouse chambers.
So it’s understandable that redistricting has become a major issue for Ohio Democratic
candidates and that national Democrats have taken an interest in changing the process.
The National Democratic Redistricting Committee, headed by former President Obama’s
attorney general Eric holder, backed the congressional reform measure on the May ballot.
The group also gave the maximum $12,707 contribution to Democrats running for Ohio
governor, attorney general, auditor and secretary of state.
Auditor candidate Zack Space, a former Democratic congressman, said he was talking about
redistricting long before the Holder's group got involved. Space said gerrymandering has
made primary elections the main event and, as a result, politicians are more extreme in their
views and can't compromise or even talk to each other.
"Both parties bear responsibility now to do the right thing and doing the right thing is working
for a government that can function well and restore faith and confidence that’s been lost in
this process," Space said. "Donald Trump’s mantra that the system is rigged rings true for a
lot of people and justifiably so."
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The Libertarian Party candidates -- Travis Irvine for governor, Robert Coogan for auditor and
Dustin Nanna for secretary of state -- say they're better suited to draw lines because they're
not obligated to either major party.

New rules
The opposite might have happened had Democrats been in charge. Both parties agreed in
2014 there had to be a better, fairer way to draw the lines. The General Assembly put before
voters constitutional amendments changing the redistricting process for Statehouse districts
(Issue 1 in 2015) and congressional districts (Issue 1 in May 2018.)
Both set new rules for carving up the state into districts including limiting how counties and
cities can be split. Both require votes from minority-party politicians to approve maps.
The redistricting commission, which will map Statehouse districts, will have seven members
instead of five, including at least two from the minority party in the General
Assembly. Republicans are expected to keep control of the legislature, so if Democrats can
get two of the three statewide seats, they'll have the upper hand.
State Rep. Kathleen Clyde, a Democrat running for secretary of state, said two components
of new process are especially important: keeping communities together and ensuring
representational fairness. The latter, a favorite buzzword of reformers, means the breakdown
of partisan-leaning districts should mirror past voting behavior averaged over several years
of elections. No one knows exactly how that will be computed or applied in 2021.
"There is still room for partisan gamesmanship and we need to make sure we have leaders
who are dedicated to transparency and fairness at all costs," Clyde said.
Republican auditor candidate Keith Faber, a state representative, doesn't like the term
"representational fairness," and said mapmakers shouldn't create districts for the sake of
partisan balance.
"We don't want to create another type of gerrymandering... to pick up some kind of a balance
of voters that breaks up regional interests, local governments and political subdivisions,"
Faber said.
More: Everyone complains about congressional gerrymandering. Ohio just did something
about it.

What the candidates would do
Ann Henkener, a longtime redistricting expert for the League of Women Voters of Ohio,
said the new rules will make redistricting more fair and bipartisan, but people involved will
have to make some hard decisions about how to break up counties and cities.
Which candidates are best suited for that responsibility?
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"Ones that know how to follow the rules laid out in the Ohio Constitution and having some
from both parties," Henkener said. "Having folks who are willing to work across the aisle and
compromise would be really good attributes for people who are going to be drawing the
maps."
Here's what you need to know about the major party candidates' positions on the issue.
Governor
Mike DeWine (R): DeWine, Ohio's attorney general, supported the congressional redistricting
measure in May. DeWine's running mate, Ohio Secretary of State Jon Husted, has
advocated for redistricting reform since he served in the state legislature a decade ago. "The
rules are pretty clear -- the voters said that the redistricting process should be done in a
bipartisan way and when I am governor there will be an expectation that the new district
maps honor the voters' wishes," DeWine told The Enquirer through a spokesman.
Richard Cordray (D): Cordray weighed in several times on social media while state
legislators hammered out the congressional redistricting reform proposal. "As governor, I'll
use my role in the redistricting process to ensure that we finally have fair and competitive
maps that put the voters back in charge of our democracy -- not the special interests or the
self-serving politicians," Cordray said through a spokesman.
Enough already with the redistricting shenanigans in the Ohio legislature. Give us a fair
process with input from both sides, and don’t try to cut the governor out. Voters should
choose their representatives, not the other way around.
— Rich Cordray (@RichCordray) January 18, 2018
Auditor
Keith Faber (R): Faber was the No. 2 state senator when the 2011 maps were drawn. Emails
from the time show he was angling to change the boundaries to move his Celina home from
the 8th District, held by then-House Speaker John Boehner, to the 4th District held by
Congressman Jim Jordan. Faber, now a state representative, said last week he wanted to
keep Grand Lake St. Marys whole within one district.
Faber and three other lawmakers introduced a bipartisan redistricting reform proposal in
2012, but it failed to pass the House. After the legislature passed Statehouse reform in
December 2014, Faber, then Senate president, was hesitant to move ahead with changes to
the congressional process.
Zack Space (D): Space represented Ohio's 18th congressional district from 2007 to 2010.
Ohio lost two seats in the 2011 redistricting process, and Space's constituents were divided
among five districts.
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Secretary of state
Frank LaRose (R): LaRose voted for the gerrymandered map in 2011 as a state senator, but
he says now he did so with a pit in his stomach. LaRose said the vote made him redouble his
efforts for reform, and he introduced legislation the following session to change it. After the
legislature passed the state legislative district reform in 2014, LaRose pushed for similar
changes to congressional redistricting, breaking with GOP officials who were urging a "wait
and see" approach.
We have to reform the redistricting process in OH. See this @AkronBeacon article
about a group of us making it happen: http://t.co/RXWvAxDq
— Frank LaRose (@FrankLaRose) January 11, 2012
Kathleen Clyde (D): Clyde, a state representative from Kent, helped lead the effort to
overturn the 2011 congressional map. Since then, she introduced several bills to reform the
redistricting process. Clyde and the Democratic candidate for attorney general, Steve
Dettelbach, have called for the 2021 mapmaking to be open and transparent, with regular
public meetings and reports and the ability for the attorney general to take action if politicians
get out of line.
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Rep. Wenstrup announces intent to seek re-election in 2nd District - The Highland County Press

Rep. Wenstrup announces intent to seek re-election
in 2nd District
Today, conservative Republican Congressman Brad Wenstrup announced
his intent to seek re-election to the U.S. House of Representatives in
Ohio’s Second Congressional District.
Due to constitutionally required redistricting, the Ohio House and
Senate recently passed an updated congressional map, which keeps
parts or all of the eight counties Wenstrup currently represents in the
newly presented Second District.
“I look forward to continuing to represent the hard-working people of
southern Ohio as I fight for the safety, security and economic prosperity
of everyone I serve.” Wenstrup said.
Wenstrup mentioned several key issues he’s focused on, including
strengthening the supply chain, increasing access to health care, border
security, military readiness and caring for the nation’s veterans.
“We must stop and think, are we leaving this world a better place for
our kids and grandkids,” Wenstrup said. “What we do today has an
impact on those we love and the trajectory of our nation. Today matters
and the future matters even more.

Rep. Brad Wenstrup

“I look forward to spending time in the new counties included in the
district and listening, learning, and working tirelessly for all of our communities. We prepare now for 2022 when we
can and will start re-building a healthier and stronger America.”

https://highlandcountypress.com/Content/In-The-News/In-The-News/Article/Rep-Wenstrup-announces-intent-to-seek-re-election-in-2nd-District/2/20/7…
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Census: Two-thirds of Ohio counties lose population;
Columbus passes 900,000 residents
dispatch.com/story/news/2021/08/12/five-ohios-six-fastest-growing-counties-central-ohio/8098139002/

Mark Ferenchik, Bill Bush and Marc Kovac, The Columbus Dispatch

Nearly two-thirds of Ohio's counties lost population in the last decade, while fast-growing
areas such as Franklin County continued to add residents.
Ohio's population grew by just under 263,000, according to population numbers for counties,
cities, villages and individual census tracts released Thursday by the U.S. Census Bureau.
The largest population drop among counties occurred in Harrison County, west of
Steubenville, which dropped 8.7% to 14,483.
Ohio is still the nation's seventh-largest state, but it could be eclipsed over the next 10 years
by fast-growing Georgia, now the eighth-largest, which grew to 10.7 million in 2020 from 9.7
million in 2010, a 10.3% leap.

Growth in central Ohio counties in 2020 census
Central Ohio counties accounted for five of Ohio's six fastest growing population centers over
the last decade, adding almost 235,600 residents and accounting for about 90% of the
state's total growth between 2010 and 2020, the Census Bureau reports. The other major
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growth county was Warren County near Cincinnati in southwest Ohio, where population rose
just under 30,000 to 242,337.
Franklin County was by far the state's major growth center by number of residents, adding
160,000 people to become the state's largest at 1.32 million people. Cuyahoga County lost
the most people: 15,305, a drop of 1.2%, to 1.26 million, but maintained its rank as the
state's second-largest county.
US census data: Here's the central Ohio cities that have changed the most
Hamilton County (Cincinnati), gained slightly in population, 3.5%, from 802,374 in 2010 to
830,639.
Summit County (Akron) dipped slightly, by 0.2%, from 541,781 to 540,428. Stark
County (Canton and Massillon) also dipped by 0.2%, from 375,589 to 374,853.
Delaware County topped Ohio's expansion percentage-wise by almost 23%, with its
population now at 214,124. Delaware's percentage growth was followed by the counties of
Union (20%), Warren (13.9%), Franklin (13.8%), Fairfield (8.7%) and Licking (7.2%).
Columbus-area growth data: Delaware and Union counties in Columbus area grow the
most in Ohio
Scott Sanders, executive director of the Delaware County Regional Planning Commission,
expected his county's numbers. "We had projected it would be 218,000 based on building
permits," he said.

Increase in Black, Asian and Latino populations contribute to
Columbus growth
Remaining the fastest growing county in the state get harder as the population grows, he
said.
Growing responsibly will be the ongoing challenge, Sanders said.
"There's always that tension to make sure we can provide services," he said.
Meanwhile, Columbus' population is now 905,748 — up 15% from the 787,033 in 2010
— making it by far the state's largest city.
All of Columbus' growth can be attributed to an increase in the Black, Asian, Latino and other
community groups, as the city's white population dipped slightly.
The United States overall experienced unprecedented multiracial population growth and a
decline in the white population for the first time in the nation’s history, according to U.S.
Census officials, revealing the most sweeping picture of America’s racial and ethnic makeup
2/5
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in a decade.
“These changes reveal that the US population is much more multiracial, and more racially
and ethnically diverse, than what we measured in the past,” said Nicholas Jones, the director
of race, ethnicity, research and outreach for the Census Bureau's Population Division.

Cleveland, Akron Dayton, Canton and Toledo and Youngstown shrink
Cincinnati's population is back over 300,000 growing from 296,943 to 309,317.
But many of the state's largest cities continue to shrink, including Cleveland, Akron Dayton,
Canton and Toledo and Youngstown.
Cleveland's population dropped 6% from 396,815 to 372,624. Akron was down 4.3%, from
199,110 to 190,469.
Akron population changes in 2020 census: Akron's population dropped by 4% between
2010 and 2020; Summit's population dropped only slightly
Dayton's population dropped almost 3%, from 141,527 to 137,644. Canton's is down almost
3%, from 73,007 to 70,872.
Toledo population fell almost 6%, from 287,208 to 270,801. Youngstown plummeted 10%,
from 66,982 to 60,068.
The city of Marion dropped 2.3% to just less than 36,000, with its white population dropping
and its Black population growing 7%.
The city of Newark grew 5% to 49,934, with its white population holding steady and its Black
population growing 7.4%. Lancaster grew by 4.6%, to 40,552, with its white population
holding steady at around 37,000 and its Black population more than doubling to 817 people.
Circleville grew 4.6% to just under 14,000.
The city of Athens basically stayed the same size, adding just 17 people for a total of 23,849.
Black residents now comprise 9.2% of Athens' total population, up from 4.4% a decade ago.

Trends in the data for Columbus and Ohio, and how the 2020 census
will impact elections
Columbus has long been Ohio's largest city, bolstered by a combination of aggressive
annexation policies decades ago that grew its geographic footprint and a diverse economy
that has drawn people from other areas of the state, country, and in recent decades, a
growing number of immigrants from across the globe.
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Jason Reece, an assistant professor of city and regional planning at Ohio State University's
Knowlton School of Architecture, said Columbus and central Ohio continue to pull people
from other parts of Ohio because of the area's strong economy.
Ohio continues to deal with a 40-year economic transition from manufacturing, Reece said,
but he added that he is surprised to see the state's growth so anemic.
He pointed out, though, that states such as Illinois and West Virginia lost population. And
while Ohio is expected to lose one congressional seat after reapportionment, it lost two after
the 2010 census.
"For being here in the Great Lakes, we are holding our own," Reece said. "From a policy
perspective, we've tried so many things here to stem that tide. Other than fixing the weather,
I don’t know what response is."
The Cincinnati area benefits from growth in northern Kentucky and a strong regional
economy, Reece said. "You cannot overestimate the influence of being part of a tri-state
economy," he said, and the renaissance to some degree in the city's urban core and across
the Ohio River in Kentucky in the cities of Newport and Covington.
"Look back at urban design characteristics of downtown Cincinnati: the appealing
architectural infrastructure, amenities, things of that nature," he said. "That benefits a
geographically relatively small city."
The white, non-Hispanic population, without another race, decreased by 8.6% since 2010,
Jones said during a Census bureau press briefing. He cautioned that some of the changes
can be attributed to improvements to the survey. The White, non-Hispanic population is still
the largest racial group in the U.S.
3 numbers to know from census data: Columbus' population now over 900,000, more
stats
The release bolstered expert predictions and estimates in past years that showed continued
expansion of the Hispanic, Black and Asian American populations and growing numbers of
multiracial residents – only a fraction in past surveys.
The nation's population grew by 7.4%, to 331,449,281. But 52% of all counties across the
country lost population, according to the census bureau. Population growth was basically
limited to metro areas.
Ohio's racial makeup in 2020 was: 77% white, 12.5% Black, and 4.4% Latino, one of the
least diverse states in the country.
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Paul Beck, a professor emeritus of political science at Ohio State University, said that the
shrinking population of rural areas in Ohio may mean congressional districts may be redrawn
to reach more into metropolitan areas and making them less of a slam dunk for Republicans.
Columbus is becoming a much more diverse city, with the percentage of white residents
dipping from 61.5% to 53.2%, and the white population dropping from 483,677 to 482,058.
Meanwhile, Columbus' Black population grew by 17.8% to 259,483, the Asian population
rose by 76% to 56,218, and Latino residents grew by 58% to 70,179.
Angie Plummer, the executive director of the Community Refugee & Immigration Services,
said immigrants come to Columbus not only because family members live here, but for
economic opportunities.
"We’re currently seeing a huge need for workers. That's attractive," Plummer said. "Without
those immigrants filling that gap, we'd be in a more difficult situation."
Plummer said immigrants and refugees pay taxes, start businesses, have that work ethic and
willingness to do the jobs that need to be done. "We see time and time again the second
generation goes to college," she said.
"I think it’s a win-win for our community to see Columbus as a destination for refugees and
immigrants."
wbush@gannett.com
@ReporterBush
mferench@dispatch.com
@MarkFerenchik
mkovac@dispatch.com
@ohiocapitalblog
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Ohio lawmakers miss deadline to draw new congressional districts. What's next?

Ohio lawmakers miss deadline to
draw new congressional districts.
What's next?
Jim Gaines, Springfield News-Sun, Ohio
October 1, 2021 · 4 min read

Oct. 1—State lawmakers missed the first deadline to redraw Ohio's
congressional district maps on Thursday, having held no hearings
on any proposals.
Republicans haven't released any redistricting proposals.
Democrats and two independent but frequently allied groups have
made their map proposals public. All three would create seven
districts that lean Democratic and eight that lean Republican, which
aligns fairly closely with the state's overall partisan split. Ohioans
voted 53% Republican and 45% Democratic in the 2020 presidential
election.
- ADVERTISEMENT -

https://news.yahoo.com/ohio-lawmakers-miss-deadline-draw-140700341.html
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Ohio lawmakers miss deadline to draw new congressional districts. What's next?

Ohio's current U.S. House delegation contains three Democrats and
11 Republicans, with two vacant seats to be decided in the general
election Nov. 2. The 11th District was previously held by a Democrat
and the 15th District by a Republican.
The General Assembly faced a Sept. 30 deadline to draw new
maps, reducing Ohio's U.S. House of Representatives districts from
16 to 15, as required by 2020 census results. Each of the new
districts will contain about 780,000 people.
The new process for drawing those districts, established in 2018 via
state constitutional amendment, says legislators must hold at least
two public hearings before approving a map.
They have held no hearings so far. House Speaker Bob Cupp, RLima, said Wednesday that he knew of no meetings scheduled for
drawing congressional district maps.
Now the job goes back to the Ohio Redistricting Commission, which
on Sept. 15 approved new maps for state House and Senate
districts. Those maps were approved at midnight on the last
possible day, and passed the commission by a 5-2 vote without any
Democratic support, meaning they will only be in effect for four
years.
Three lawsuits have been filed against the state legislative maps,
denouncing them as gerrymandered to preserve a Republican
supermajority in both houses.
Cupp co-chairs the redistricting commission with state Sen. Vernon
Sykes, D-Akron. Aaron Mulvey, spokesperson for Cupp and
Republicans on the redistricting commission, didn't specifically
answer questions but provided a one-line statement Thursday.
https://news.yahoo.com/ohio-lawmakers-miss-deadline-draw-140700341.html
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"The speaker anticipates the work of the Redistricting Commission
to be underway soon for the congressional maps," Mulvey said.
"We do not know yet when the redistricting commission will convene
again," said Giulia Cambieri, Ohio Senate Democratic Caucus
communications director and spokesperson for Democrats on the
redistricting commission. "Sen. Sykes will reach out to his co-chair,
Speaker Cupp, shortly to discuss that and set a schedule for the
next meetings."
Democrats look forward to reviewing a Republican proposal when
one emerges, she said.
"We do not know when that may be," Cambieri said.
The Ohio Redistricting Commission includes Gov. Mike DeWine,
Secretary of State Frank LaRose, Auditor Keith Faber, Cupp,
Vernon Sykes, Senate President Matt Huffman, R-Lima, and House
Minority Leader Emilia Sykes, D-Akron. That gives Republicans a 52 edge.
The 2018 constitutional amendment says the redistricting
commission must hold at least two public hearings and allow the
public to submit map proposals. If commissioners cannot approve a
bipartisan map by Oct. 31, the job goes to the General Assembly
once again, which must act by Nov. 30.
If lawmakers at that point can approve a map by a 3/5 majority vote,
including at least a third of Democrats — three in the Senate and 12
in the House — then the map will last for a decade.
Failing that, the General Assembly can pass a map by a simple
majority vote, but like the recently approved state legislative map it
would only be in force for four years.
https://news.yahoo.com/ohio-lawmakers-miss-deadline-draw-140700341.html
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Ohio Senate Democrats released their map proposal as Senate Bill
237, with Sens. Sykes and Kenny Yuko, D-Richmond Heights, as
primary sponsors.
Fair Districts Ohio and the Ohio Citizens Redistricting Commission
also released maps. Both organizations are supported by voting
rights groups, various progressive groups and minority advocates.
Fair Districts Ohio sponsored a public map-drawing contest which
received nearly 40 entries since Aug. 27. The first-place winner was
John Hagner of Yellow Springs.
"Redistricting is all about trade-offs, but what this map shows is that
it's possible to balance minority representation, representative
fairness, and competitive districts with boundaries that make sense
and reflect Ohio communities," Hagner said in the Fair Districts Ohio
news release. "Tortured lines, and split communities, and districts
that sprawl across the state are deliberate choices to make
elections less competitive, and we can demand better."

https://news.yahoo.com/ohio-lawmakers-miss-deadline-draw-140700341.html
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Ohio Redistricting Commission to hold meeting, but won’t approve congressional maps before adjourning - cleveland.com

Ohio Politics

Ohio Redistricting
Commission to hold
meeting, but won’t approve
congressional maps before
adjourning
Updated: Oct. 27, 2021, 1:15 a.m. | Published: Oct. 26, 2021, 1:39 p.m.

Members of the Ohio Redistricting Commission. They are (from top to
https://web.archive.org/web/20211027161850/https://www.cleveland.com/open/2021/10/ohio-redistricting-commission-to-hold-perfunctory-meeting-bu…
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bottom and left to right): Secretary of State Frank LaRose, Gov. Mike
DeWine, State Auditor Keith Faber, Sen. Vernon Sykes, Senate President
Matt Huffman, House Minority Leader Emilia Sykes and House Speaker
Bob Cupp. (State of Ohio photos) State of Ohio
By Andrew J. Tobias, cleveland.com

COLUMBUS, Ohio -- After weeks of public inactivity,
the Ohio Redistricting Commission will hold its first
and only meeting this week to consider
congressional map plans. But it won’t be passing
anything before a Oct. 31 deadline, meaning
responsibility to redraw Ohio’s congressional maps
is headed back to the Republican-controlled state
legislature.
The redistricting commission will meet at 10 a.m. on
Thursday at the Ohio Statehouse in Columbus to
consider maps that have been introduced, including
those by Ohio Senate Democrats, according to a
meeting agenda.

https://web.archive.org/web/20211027161850/https://www.cleveland.com/open/2021/10/ohio-redistricting-commission-to-hold-perfunctory-meeting-bu…
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The commission will give map sponsors the
opportunity to testify about their proposals. But Ohio
Republicans who control the commission won’t be
introducing a map of their own, much less voting on
a Republican plan, according to House Republicans.
And members of the public won’t be allowed to
comment on the plans or on the issue generally.
Under Ohio’s new redistricting rules, the
commission’s authority to pass new congressional
maps will expire at the end of the month, with
responsibility then shifting back to the Republicancontrolled state legislature. That means three
Republicans on the seven-member Ohio
Redistricting Commission -- Gov. Mike DeWine,
Secretary of State Frank LaRose and state Auditor
Keith Faber -- will be cut out of the process.
House Speaker Bob Cupp, a Lima Republican who
co-chairs the redistricting commission, told reporters
about his plans for the commission at the
Statehouse on Tuesday. An official announcement is
going out soon, according to a spokesman.
https://web.archive.org/web/20211027161850/https://www.cleveland.com/open/2021/10/ohio-redistricting-commission-to-hold-perfunctory-meeting-bu…
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The leading Democrat on the redistricting
commission, Akron Sen. Vernon Sykes, for
weeks has been calling for the commission to hold
hearings to consider map proposals. But Cupp, as
the co-chair of the commission, has to also agree to
hold a meeting. Republicans have stood pat,
indicating they plan to run the clock until November.
They’ve blamed legal challenges to the state
legislative maps commission Republicans approved
last month. The process also has been set back by
the delayed completion of the U.S. Census, the
results of which are used to design the maps.

But GOP legislative leaders also have said they
think there are strategic advantages to bypassing
the commission and waiting until November.

https://web.archive.org/web/20211027161850/https://www.cleveland.com/open/2021/10/ohio-redistricting-commission-to-hold-perfunctory-meeting-bu…
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Senate President Matt Huffman, a Lima Republican
who has played a lead role in redistricting, told
reporters last week he thinks it will be easier to
negotiate when the only involved parties are House
and Senate Republican and Democratic leaders.
“I do think it makes a difference if we have this sort
of seven-headed animal, the redistricting
commission, come to a decision, versus the General
Assembly, which is one vote in the Senate and one
vote in the House,” Huffman said.
The Republican-dominated legislature will have until
the end of November to approve maps. In order to
get maps that will last for the typical 10 years, at
least one-third of Democrats in the House and
Senate will have to approve them.
Legislative Republicans could approve maps with a
simple majority vote and no Democratic support. But
those maps would expire after four years.
Legislative Republicans missed another
congressional redistricting deadline when they failed
to introduce a map proposal by the end of
September, giving temporary control over the
https://web.archive.org/web/20211027161850/https://www.cleveland.com/open/2021/10/ohio-redistricting-commission-to-hold-perfunctory-meeting-bu…
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process to the redistricting commission. Passing
maps in September would have required votes from
half of legislative Democrats, a higher bar for
bipartisanship than the rules require in November.
Huffman told reporters last week his plan is to seek
bipartisan, 10-year maps. But the redistricting
process so far has shown little evidence of
bipartisanship, with Republicans on the commission
approving state legislative maps that are expected
to award the GOP two-thirds of legislative seats,
preserving their veto-proof majority while prompting
lawsuits from a multitude of voter-rights groups,
Democratic-linked groups and generally progressive
advocacy groups.
Ohioans in 2015 and 2018 overhauled the state’s
redistricting process, overwhelmingly approving antigerrymandering reforms that created the Ohio
Redistricting Commission and put in place new rules
meant to promote bipartisanship, representational
fairness and transparency while limiting how
counties and cities can be split.

https://web.archive.org/web/20211027161850/https://www.cleveland.com/open/2021/10/ohio-redistricting-commission-to-hold-perfunctory-meeting-bu…
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But hundreds of pages of depositions and other
legal filings, filed as evidence in the redistricting
lawsuits, show that maps were drawn by Republican
staffers with oversight from Huffman and Cupp, but
with little input from anyone else on the sevenmember redistricting commission. Republicans also
have contended that language in the 2015 reform
directing the maps to be politically representative of
statewide voter preferences are not legally
enforceable, an argument rejected by voting-rights
advocates, Democrats and a leading state
constitutional expert.

Anticipating that the redistricting commission would
adjourn without approving a new congressional
map, House Minority Leader Emilia Sykes, the
second Democrat on the Ohio Redistricting

https://web.archive.org/web/20211027161850/https://www.cleveland.com/open/2021/10/ohio-redistricting-commission-to-hold-perfunctory-meeting-bu…
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Commission, on Tuesday called on Republican
legislative leaders to make preparations for moving
something through the legislature.
In a letter, Sykes called on Cupp and Huffman to
organize a special redistricting committee, including
naming committee members, by Nov. 4, to introduce
a map proposal by Nov. 10 and to hold at least one
of two mandatory public hearings on the maps by
Nov. 15.
A proposal Senate Democrats introduced in late
September is the only officially proposed
congressional map plan, in a map that would draw
eight Republican districts, six Democratic ones and
a single toss-up district that would lean Democratic.
The proposal was a nonstarter with Republicans,
since it would cause the GOP to lose at least four
congressional seats compared to the status quo.
Ohio’s current congressional maps, drawn as a proRepublican gerrymander in 2011, awarded 12 of the
state’s 16 congressional seats to Republicans, with
no seat changing hands for the decade they
appeared on the ballot, even though Republicans
https://web.archive.org/web/20211027161850/https://www.cleveland.com/open/2021/10/ohio-redistricting-commission-to-hold-perfunctory-meeting-bu…
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only got around 55% of the votes during that time.
Ohio is losing a congressional seat after last year’s
U.S. Census found its population growth didn’t keep
up with other states.
Note to readers: if you purchase something through one of our
affiliate links we may earn a commission.
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Ohio GOP lawmakers unveil Congressional map proposals

The Statehouse News Bureau | By Andy Chow
Published November 3, 2021 at 4:53 PM EDT

LISTEN • 1:06

Andy Chow / Statehouse News Bureau
Sen. Rob McColley (R-Napoleon) presents a new Congressional district map, drawn by the Senate Republican Caucus.

Democratic lawmakers and voter rights groups criticized the
GOP leaders for not providing more information about their
redistricting proposals.

WCPN

State Republican lawmakers are introducing two
proposals, one from the House and one from the

TED Radio Hour

https://www.statenews.org/government-politics/2021-11-03/gop-lawmakers-unveil-congressional-map-proposals
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Senate, for new Congressional district maps.
The roll-out comes with confusion over how exactly
the maps break down, with voter rights groups arguing
a lack of transparency in the process.
The maps were presented during House and Senate
committee meetings Wednesday, but Republican
leaders did not provide the detailed files needed to
see where the districts lines lie and how they break
down politically.
Rep. Stephanie Howse (D-Cleveland) said the
Republicans failed to provide all the information
needed to understand their maps.
"If I can't figure it out and I'm here, what do you think
the average Ohioan is going to do," said Howse.
The Republican maps differ on how many are strong
GOP districts and competitive districts. But both only
have two strong Democratic districts.
According to Dave's Redistricting, a national legislative
district analyst, the House GOP proposal, HB 479,
creates 13 districts that heavily favor Republicans and
two districts that favor Democrats.

WCPN

TED Radio Hour

https://www.statenews.org/government-politics/2021-11-03/gop-lawmakers-unveil-congressional-map-proposals
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The 15-district Congressional map proposed by House Republicans in HB 479

The Senate GOP's proposal for a new Congressional
district map, SB 258, creates six districts that favor
Republicans, two districts that favor Democrats, and
seven districts that lean Republican.

WCPN

TED Radio Hour

https://www.statenews.org/government-politics/2021-11-03/gop-lawmakers-unveil-congressional-map-proposals
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Ohio Senate Republicans' proposed Congressional map in SB 258

Voter rights groups are questioning the definition of
competitive districts by Republican leaders. House
Republicans were basing competitiveness on districts
that split 55% Republican and 45% Democratic.
Sen. Rob McColley (R-Napoleon) introduced the
Senate GOP map in committee. He argued the
proposal created more competitive districts than the
current maps, where Ohio has 12 Republican
congressional members and 4 Democratic
congressional members.
"I know there's been some discussion about whether it
unduly favors or does favors a political party or it's
incumbent. That is not a requirement unless we were
to draw a four-year map," said McColley. "Additionally,
I would say that our goal and our hope is that we get
the opportunity to draw a ten-year map."
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Ohio voters approved reforms to the Congressional
redistricting process in 2018. Those changes included
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rules for mapmakers to limit the amount of times
counties could be split. Most of Ohio's counties are
required to be kept whole with the five largest
counties allowed to be split twice, creating three
different districts.
McColley says the Senate plan only splits 14 counties.
Eleven counties split with one line, and three counties
are split with two lines. Those three counties are
Franklin, Cuyahoga, and Hamilton. The Senate map
puts two sets of Congressional incumbents in the same
district; Republican Bill Johnson and Democrat Tim
Ryan in one, and Democrat Joyce Beatty and
Republican Jim Jordan in the other.
But members of Congress are not required to live in
the districts they represent - only the state they
represent.
The House plan splits 13 counties, keeping the rest
whole. That Congressional map creates three districts
out of four counties; Franklin, Cuyahoga, Hamilton, and
Summit.
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Ohio House approves congressional maps largely along party lines
By: Nick Evans - November 19, 2021 1:00 am

The Ohio Statehouse. Photo by Jake Zuckerman.
The Ohio House has approved new congressional districts that will give Republican candidates a significant electoral advantage for the next four years. The map
will only be in place for those two election cycles because not a single Democratic member voted for it. The map now heads for Gov. Mike DeWine’s desk. If
DeWine signs it, legal challenges seem sure to follow.
A rushed process
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The GOP congressional map passed through the state Senate on Tuesday
afternoon.
The map approved Thursday in the House was introduced just Monday night as an amendment replacing the maps previously discussed in committee hearings.
After the map was unveiled, it had one hearing in which a committee heard public comment. Every speaker was an opponent. The Princeton Gerrymandering gave
the map a flunking grade.
The map’s sponsor, state Sen. Rob McColley, R-Napoleon, argued those last-minute revisions were responsive to arguments he’d heard in committee. The
Mahoning Valley is kept whole, ditto that for Starke and Lucas counties. Dayton and Springfield are wrapped into one district.
McColley also argued his map was the “most competitive offered by any caucus.” He insisted on looking to statewide federal elections over the past ten years,
which shows an average partisan breakdown of 54% Republican and 46% Democratic. But rather than applying that ‘competitive’ partisan index statewide — either
with 15 competitive districts, or a map likely to yield results in line with the index — McColley instead brags that just seven districts fall within those parameters.
In both the Senate and the House, lawmakers cut corners — advancing the measure to the floor without first passing through the chamber’s Rules Committee.
On the House floor Thursday, Democrats argued forcefully against the proposal. Rep. Stephanie Howse, D-Cleveland, read ballot issue language verbatim. Rep.
Tavia Galonski, D-Akron, tried to amend the map to an earlier version proposed by Democrats.
Rep. Brigid Kelly, D-Cincinnati, made an all-politics-is-local argument. Cincinnati’s Brent Spence Bridge is in desperate need of repairs, but Kelly noted none of
the three Republican congressmen who would represent Hamilton County under the new map voted in favor of the federal infrastructure bill that will help fund
those improvements.
“When you crack communities apart and group them and dissimilar areas, you don’t end up with three representatives,” Kelly said. “You effectively end up with
zero representatives.”
Meanwhile, Rep. Thomas Brinkman, R-Mt. Lookout, retorted he had a smile as “wide as the Ohio River” knowing that the county would have three representatives
in Congress. And Rep. Bill Seitz, R-Cincinnati, taunted Democrats listing off Ohio’s statewide officeholders, all of whom are Republicans.
“Is the whole state gerrymandered? Or have we become a red state?” Seitz needled. “Perhaps those arguing for fairness might next propose a constitutional
amendment that we somehow reach up and draw Detroit into the state of Ohio — to make it more fair! Or to draw Pittsburgh over the Ohio river — to make it more
fair!”
After the floor session, House Speaker Bob Cupp defended the maps a significant improvement on any previous congressional boundaries.
“It does have two districts that lean solidly to the Democrats, it has six districts that lean totally Republican,” Cupp said. “But there are seven competitive districts
have within plus-or-minus four percentage points and this is quite a change from what the current maps are.”
What’s next
Voting rights groups are urging Gov. DeWine to veto the maps now on their way to his desk. DeWine has yet to weigh in on the congressional maps proposal.
Speaking after the vote, Andrew Washington from the A. Phillip Randolph Institute argued the map is bad for communities of color.
“We stand here and I stand here with these organizations, petitioning the governor asking him to please veto this bill,” Washington said. “Let the voters pick the
politicians, not the politicians pick the voters. Do not pack and crack communities of color, keep communities of interest in place.”
Jen Miller of the League of Women Voters of Ohio and Catherine Turcer of Common Cause Ohio said legal action or even a ballot referendum are on the table if the
governor decides to approve the maps.
Miller in particular expressed frustration with the whispers that some conservatives in the chamber used their votes on the map as leverage to gain passage for a
measure limiting employer vaccine mandates. She says nothing was more important than passing fair maps.
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“The fact that this vote would be hijacked potentially as a political chit for an entirely different piece of legislation shows me that this General Assembly does not
respect to voters and does not respect the Constitution,” Miller said. “There is nothing more important than getting this right and they have failed.”
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Future of joint redistricting committee and
congressional maps unknown
BY: SUSAN TEBBEN - NOVEMBER 15, 2021
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 Ohio’s joint committee on congressional redistricting meets on Friday morning to hear more
public input on four proposed congressional maps. (Photo: Susan Tebben, OCJ)

Ending a whirlwind week of testimony before three separate
committees, Ohioans pleaded with members of the General Assembly
on Friday to consider their wishes in congressional redistricting maps.
Some speakers broke down in tears, as others did in a previous
redistricting hearing, saying their time volunteering on elections and
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in the campaign that changed the constitution to reform the
redistricting process shouldn’t be in vain.
“The ultimate feeling of Ohioans is exasperation about what else we have
to do to make clear about what we want out of this process and what we
want our democracy to look like in Ohio,” said Katy Shanahan, leader of
All on the Line Ohio, fighting back her own tears.
The committee heard testimony on four different maps, each from the
Republican and Democratic caucuses from the House and Senate. The
most recent map proposed was from the House Democratic Caucus,
released after the House and Senate GOP and Senate Dems.
When asked by state Sen. Vernon Sykes, D-Akron, if the leader of the
anti-gerrymandering group’s Ohio chapter, who trains volunteers and
keeps up with all inner-workings of redistricting as part of her job, knew
the role of the joint committee, she couldn’t say.
“I don’t actually know what the function of this body is in the form that
it’s taken now,” Shanahan said. “I think it’s just to hold the bare minimum
two hearings that are contemplated in the constitution and then, at least
from the comments that I’ve heard from (House) Speaker (Bob) Cupp and
Senate President (Matt) Huffman, this will then retreat back to the
chamber-specific committees.”
The constitutional rules regarding congressional redistricting states
before the General Assembly can approve of a plan, “a joint committee of
the general assembly shall hold at least two public committee hearings
concerning a proposed plan.”
Joint committee co-chair Theresa Gavarone, R-Bowling Green, said she
understood the constitution similarly in that it requires two hearings from
the joint committee, but said the rules don’t preclude further hearings.
But Gavarone said she wasn’t aware when or if more hearings would be
scheduled for the joint committee, or when more hearings would be
scheduled for the Senate-specific bills in her committee, Senate Local
Government & Elections.
“I can’t say that any of these maps are the final maps, I think we’re
continuing to work through the process and continuing to make sure we
are listening and working to find maps that best achieve the requirements
that are in constitution,” Gavarone said.
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Still, Gavarone said she has “no doubt we’ll meet the constitutional
deadline of November 30th.”
During the committee meeting on Friday, state Rep. Beth Liston,
D-Dublin, pushed the chairs on a plan for the maps and the body itself.
“Me and the co-chair will be discussing that after this meeting and we’ll
let everyone know as quickly as possible,” said co-chair state Rep. Shane
Wilkin, R-Hillsboro.
Gavarone encouraged members of the public to contact her office and
get on an email list to be notified of future meetings.
As the journey toward congressional maps continue, the legislative
maps are working their way through the judicial process. The Ohio
Supreme Court officially consolidated the three lawsuits challenging
the General Assembly district lines approved by the Ohio Redistricting
Commission in September.
With the cases combined, the state’s highest court will hear oral arguments
on Dec. 8.
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Susan Tebben is an award-winning journalist with a decade of experience
covering Ohio news, including courts and crime, Appalachian social issues,
government, education, diversity and culture. She has worked for The Newark
Advocate, The Glasgow Daily Times, The Athens Messenger, and WOUB Public
Media. She has also had work featured on National Public Radio.
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State lawmakers missed the first deadline to redraw Ohio’s congressional district maps on
Thursday, having held no hearings on any proposals.
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Republicans haven’t released any redistricting proposals.
Democrats and two independent but frequently allied groups have made their map proposals
public. All three would create seven districts that lean Democratic and eight that lean
Republican, which aligns fairly closely with the state’s overall partisan split. Ohioans voted
53% Republican and 45% Democratic in the 2020 presidential election.

Explore

See how your Statehouse districts will change

Ohio’s current U.S. House delegation contains three Democrats and 11 Republicans, with two
vacant seats to be decided in the general election Nov. 2. The 11th District was previously
held by a Democrat and the 15th District by a Republican.
The General Assembly faced a Sept. 30 deadline to draw new maps, reducing Ohio’s U.S.
House of Representatives districts from 16 to 15, as required by 2020 census results. Each of
the new districts will contain about 780,000 people.
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The new process for drawing those districts, established in 2018 via state constitutional
amendment, says legislators must hold at least two public hearings before approving a map.
They have held no hearings so far. House Speaker Bob Cupp, R-Lima, said Wednesday that
he knew of no meetings scheduled for drawing congressional district maps.
Advertisement

Now the job goes back to the Ohio Redistricting Commission, which on Sept. 15 approved
new maps for state House and Senate districts. Those maps were approved at midnight on
the last possible day, and passed the commission by a 5-2 vote without any Democratic
support, meaning they will only be in effect for four years.

Explore

What Ohio lawmakers will likely focus on this fall

Three lawsuits have been filed against the state legislative maps, denouncing them as
gerrymandered to preserve a Republican supermajority in both houses.
Cupp co-chairs the redistricting commission with state Sen. Vernon Sykes, D-Akron. Aaron
Mulvey, spokesperson for Cupp and Republicans on the redistricting commission, didn’t
specifically answer questions but provided a one-line statement Thursday.
“The speaker anticipates the work of the Redistricting Commission to be underway soon for
the congressional maps,” Mulvey said.
“We do not know yet when the redistricting commission will convene again,” said Giulia
Cambieri, Ohio Senate Democratic Caucus communications director and spokesperson for
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Democrats on the redistricting commission. “Sen. Sykes will reach out to his co-chair, Speaker
Cupp, shortly to discuss that and set a schedule for the next meetings.”
Democrats look forward to reviewing a Republican proposal when one emerges, she said.
“We do not know when that may be,” Cambieri said.
The Ohio Redistricting Commission includes Gov. Mike DeWine, Secretary of State Frank
LaRose, Auditor Keith Faber, Cupp, Vernon Sykes, Senate President Matt Huffman, R-Lima,
and House Minority Leader Emilia Sykes, D-Akron. That gives Republicans a 5-2 edge.
The 2018 constitutional amendment says the redistricting commission must hold at least two
public hearings and allow the public to submit map proposals. If commissioners cannot
approve a bipartisan map by Oct. 31, the job goes to the General Assembly once again, which
must act by Nov. 30.
If lawmakers at that point can approve a map by a 3/5 majority vote, including at least a third
of Democrats — three in the Senate and 12 in the House — then the map will last for a
decade.
Failing that, the General Assembly can pass a map by a simple majority vote, but like the
recently approved state legislative map it would only be in force for four years.
Ohio Senate Democrats released their map proposal as Senate Bill 237, with Sens. Sykes and
Kenny Yuko, D-Richmond Heights, as primary sponsors.
Fair Districts Ohio and the Ohio Citizens Redistricting Commission also released maps. Both
organizations are supported by voting rights groups, various progressive groups and minority
advocates.
Fair Districts Ohio sponsored a public map-drawing contest which received nearly 40 entries
since Aug. 27. The first-place winner was John Hagner of Yellow Springs.
“Redistricting is all about trade-offs, but what this map shows is that it’s possible to balance
minority representation, representative fairness, and competitive districts with boundaries
that make sense and reflect Ohio communities,” Hagner said in the Fair Districts Ohio news
release. “Tortured lines, and split communities, and districts that sprawl across the state are
deliberate choices to make elections less competitive, and we can demand better.”
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Joint redistricting committee leaves public with more questions
than answers
BY JOSH RULTENBERG | COLUMBUS
PUBLISHED 5:26 PM ET NOV. 12, 2021

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The details surrounding when Ohioans might see
a new congressional district map and what it could look like remain a
mystery.
What You Need To Know
• The Joint Committee on Congressional Redistricting held its second of two required meetings
• The Ohio legislature is tasked with drawing new congressional district boundaries
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• The state is required to draw new boundaries for U.S. House seats every 10 years to account for
shifts in population
32°
• Despite Ohio going from 16 to 15 seats, Republicans drew maps to maintain at least 12 seats
| DECEMBER 8, 2021
LOG IN
where they would maintain an electoral advantage

CLEVELAND

The special bipartisan committee made up of Ohio House and Senate
members held its second of two constitutionally-mandated hearings on
proposals Friday, but did not say what the next steps would be.
The Joint Committee on Congressional Redistricting listened to hours of
testimony. Those that spoke denounced the two Republican proposals
while urging the committee and the rest of the general assembly to
seriously consider passing the Senate Democratic map that calls for eight
Republican-leaning and seven Democratic-leaning districts. Witnesses also
lambasted the redistricting process for not being open and transparent.
Katy Shanahan, the state's director for All On The Line, got emotional
during her testimony. She said Ohioans, who were clear in 2015 and 2018
about their expectations for redistricting, have expressed their
disappointment to her about the actions of the Republican-led legislature
and the GOP's proposals.
"They call us crying, asking us what the point is in engaging in this process
if ultimately the message that you all are sending is that you don't care
about what any of us have to say," said Shanahan.
Her statement received applause from the crowd and an apology from
Senator Vernon Sykes, D-Akron.
"I'm sorry that you and the public are disappointed about this process,"
said Sykes.
Meanwhile, the chair of the committee, State Rep. Shane Wilkin,
R-Hillsboro, focused on maintaining order.
"We set the rules out early on — applause, cheers, boos will not be
tolerated," said Wilkin.
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Others addressed the committee echoed similar sentiments to Shanahan
32°
including Richard Gunther, a member of the Ohio Citizens Redistricting
CLEVELAND
| DECEMBER
2021
LOG IN
Commission
which8,introduced
its own 'Unity Map' at the hearing.
"I see no reason why any democratic legislature would vote for these
outrageously biased maps which are even worse than our current map,"
said Gunther.
As Wilkin was ending the meeting, State Rep. Beth Liston, D-Dublin, tried
to figure out what is next in the process.
"Do we know if this committee is going to meet and if there's going to be a
unified proposal coming before the committee," Liston questioned.
Wilkin responded, "Me and the co-chair (Sen. Theresa Gavarone, R-Bowling
Green) will be discussing that after this meeting and we will let everyone
know as quickly as possible."
A person in the crowd asked how they would know to which Wilkin replied,
"We'll get it out just like we have everything else. At this point, committee
stands adjourned."
After the hearing, Ohio Senate Majority Whip Rob McColley, R-Napoleon,
the sponsor of his caucus' plan, said his idea is the most competitive map.
The Senate GOP, like the House GOP, have laid out proposals to maintain
or increase the GOP's current congressional representation despite voters
voting closer to a 50-50 split over the last 10 years. However, McColley did
make one acknowledgement.
"I'd be very surprised if any one of the four maps is the map that proceeds.
I think we're going to take into consideration a lot of what we've heard
here," said McColley.
Now that the joint committee has done what it is obligated to do, and that
is just hold hearings, it would appear the focus shifts back to the full
legislature. Whichever proposal moves forward will have to pass out of
both chambers and then be signed by the governor no later than Nov. 30.
A 10-year map hinges on support from Democrats. Otherwise, it will be a
four-year map.
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Lawmakers miss first congressional redistricting
deadline
spectrumnews1.com/oh/columbus/news/2021/09/30/ohio-lawmakers-miss-first-congressional-redistricting-deadline

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio lawmakers have missed another deadline related to redistricting.
The state legislature's first constitutionally-mandated target to get a congressional district
map drawn for the next decade was midnight Thursday.
What You Need To Know
The Ohio General Assembly was supposed approve a new congressional district map
The deadline was Thursday, Sept. 30 at midnight
Democrats introduced a last-second map while Republicans had not submitted a proposal
The Ohio Redistricting Commission has until the end of the month to host hearings and approve a
map

The Ohio General Assembly was supposed approve a new congressional district map. That
did not happen.
"I'm profoundly disappointed that they're not honoring the Constitution and even trying to
bring a map to the people," said Jen Miller with the League of Women Voters of Ohio.
NEWS_0126

Hearings were also supposed to have been scheduled and taken place by the deadline with an
official map being introduced, adopted and publicly debated.
"In 2018, almost is 75% of the voters voted to approve a new way of mapmaking that would
be transparent and bipartisan and collaborative,” Miller said. “And instead, we're seeing
absolutely no respect for voters.”
On Wednesday, Ohio Senate Democrats unveiled a last-second proposal calling for eight
Republican and seven Democratic districts.
"I think it's important that we meet these deadlines and so our introduction of the bill
demonstrates that it can be done," said Sen. Vernon Sykes, D-Akron.
Unsurprisingly, Ohio Senate Republicans, who have not introduced its own map, were
not fans of the Dem's idea.
A majority caucus spokesperson said the maps include “A fatter snake on the lake, the
district around Columbus gives new meaning to the ‘horseshoe’ and the 7th looks like a big
thumbs up for maybe a new member of Congress.”
The congressional process now goes to the Ohio Redistricting Commission which has until
the end of the month to host hearings and approve a map before the second constitutionallymandated deadline comes around.
"We haven't really arranged a date yet. I'll have have discussions with the Senate President
(Matt Huffman) and the others and co-chair (Vernon) Sykes to see when we can do that,"
said Ohio House Speaker Robert Cupp, R-Lima.
Just like in the legislative map making process, in order for the commission to pass a 10-year
map, both Democrats on the seven-member panel have to approve of them. If not, it will be
another four-year map.
Should the commission not get the job done by Oct. 31, it goes back to the state legislature.
From there, a 10-year map only works if at least 50% of Democrats in the Ohio House and
Ohio Senate are on board.
 iller said if what she called another partisan, gerrymandered map gets approved, the
M
League of Women Voters of Ohio will either file a lawsuit and/or look to bring another ballot
initiative to Ohioans.
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Home

Maps | Ohio Redistricting Commission

Submit/View Maps

Resources

Members

Meetings

Contact the Commission

Submit/View Maps
Submit Map

View Maps

Submit A Map

TOP

This website has been designated by law to provide a centralized location
where the public may submit and access both legislative and congressional
district plans.
Submitting a General Assembly District Plan To The Commission:
Pursuant to Ohio Redistricting Commission Rule 9:
Any member of the Ohio Redistricting Commission, person, or organization
may submit for the consideration of the Commission a proposed general
assembly district plan.
Redistricting plans submitted to the Ohio Redistricting Commission for
consideration should contain visual representations of the proposed
boundaries
Redistricting plans submitted to the Ohio Redistricting Commission for
consideration should contain visual representations of the proposed
boundaries.
Redistricting plans submitted by the public to the Ohio Redistricting
Commission for consideration shall be submitted on the Commission’s
website at: www.redistricting.ohio.gov or by mailing to: Ohio Redistricting
Commission c/o Clerk of the Ohio Senate, Ohio Statehouse Columbus, Ohio
43215
https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Maps | Ohio Redistricting Commission

Submitting a Congressional District Plan:
Pursuant to R.C. 3521.04 (https://codes.ohio.gov/ohio-revised-code/section3521.04)
Home
Submit/View
Maps
Memberswith Ohio Meetings
The Ohio Redistricting
Commission,
in accordance
Constitution,
Article XIX, Section
1(H),the
created
this web site, at the web address of
Resources
Contact
Commission
www.redistricting.ohio.gov. Members of the public may use the web site to
submit a proposed congressional district plan.
Members of the public also may submit a proposed congressional district plan
by mailing it to the Ohio Redistricting Commission, in the care of the clerk of
the senate, Ohio Statehouse, Columbus, Ohio 43215.
A proposed congressional district plan submitted by a member of the public
shall contain visual representations of the proposed boundaries of the
congressional districts.
Type
General Assembly

First Name

Congressional

Last Name

Organization (if submitting on behalf of an organization)
Map Must be a Zip file
Choose File No file chosen

Email

I'm not a robot
reCAPTCHA
Privacy - Terms

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Maps | Ohio Redistricting Commission

Submit

Home

Cancel

Submit/View Maps

Resources

View Maps

Members

Meetings

Contact the Commission
TOP

Congressional District Plans – Bills in the 134th Ohio General
Assembly
Bills introduced in the Ohio General Assembly that propose congressional district
plans may be accessed online at:
https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/search
Please refer to the committee schedules for opportunities for public testimony on
bills:
Ohio House Committees: https://ohiohouse.gov/committees
Ohio Senate Committees:
https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/committees/senate-committees
Sign up to track legislation and receive committee notices at My Ohio Legislature:
https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/about-my-ohio-legislature

Congressional District Plan – Adopted by Commission or Passed by
General Assembly
Name

Organization

Submission Date

Map(s)

Congressional District Plans – Commission Member Sponsors
https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Name

Maps | Ohio Redistricting Commission

Organization

Submission
Date

Proposed Sub
Wednesday,
SB 237 - Senate
November
Home
Submit/View Maps
Members
Dem Caucus
10, 2021
Resources
Contact the Commission
Yuko, Kenny
Ohio Senate
Wednesday,
Democratic
September
Caucus - SB
29, 2021
237

Map(s)

Sykes, Vernon

Download

Meetings
Download

Congressional District Plans / Maps – General Public Sponsors
Name

Organization

Submission
Date

Map(s)

Green,
Andrew

Thursday,
November
18, 2021

Download

Helmick,
David

Saturday,
November
13, 2021

Download

Helmick,
David

Tuesday,
November
9, 2021

Download

Helmick,
David

Monday,
November
8, 2021

Download

Sunday,
November
7, 2021

Download

Green,
Andrew

Absurd Analogies

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Name
Smith,
Jinkinson
Home

Organization

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Brown,
Galonski

Submission
Date

Map(s)

Download
Saturday,
November
Members6, 2021 Meetings

Contact the Commission
Ohio House Democrats

Friday,
November
5, 2021

Download

Mysonhimer,
Brian

https://districtr.org/plan/74480
is the website

Wednesday,
November
3, 2021

Download

Miller, Paul

Ohioans Defending Freedom

Friday,
October
29, 2021

Download

Helmick,
David

Wednesday,
October
27, 2021

Download

Helmick,
David

Wednesday,
October
27, 2021

Download

Gale, Gary

Tuesday,
October
26, 2021

Download

Graham,
Mark

Monday,
October
25, 2021

Download

Harrison,
Heather

Wednesday,
October
20, 2021

Download

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Name

Organization

Wise, Geoff

Frank LaRose Fan Club

Home

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Graham,
Mark

Contact the Commission

Clarke, Tim

Submission
Date

Map(s)

Download
Monday,
October
Members18, 2021 Meetings

Monday,
October
18, 2021

Download

Thursday,
October
14, 2021

Download

Jones, Riley

Fair Districts Ohio

Monday,
October
11, 2021

Download

Nieves, Paul

Fair Districts Ohio

Monday,
October
11, 2021

Download

Hagner, John

Fair Districts Ohio

Monday,
October
11, 2021

Download

Skorwider,
Robert

Sunday,
October
10, 2021

Download

Skorwider,
Robert

Sunday,
October
10, 2021

Download

Helmick,
David

Saturday,
October 9,
2021

Download

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Maps | Ohio Redistricting Commission

Name

Organization

Sedziol, Brian
Home

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Sedziol, Brian

Submission
Date

Map(s)

Download
Friday,
October 8,
Members2021
Meetings

Contact the Commission

Friday,
October 8,
2021

Download

Wednesday,
October 6,
2021

Download

Smith,
Jinkinson

Friday,
October 1,
2021

Download

Green,
Andrew

Friday,
October 1,
2021

Download

Green,
Andrew

Thursday,
September
30, 2021

Download

Kellat,
Stephen

Thursday,
September
30, 2021

Download

Thursday,
September
30, 2021

Download

Tuesday,
September
28, 2021

Download

Green,
Andrew

Brock, Jeniece

Noday,
Anthony

Summit, Hamilton County
revisions

Ohio Citizens Redistricting
Commission

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Name
Helmick,
David
Home

Organization

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Adams,
Kenneth

Contact the Commission

Submission
Date

Map(s)

Download
Tuesday,
September
Members28, 2021 Meetings

Thursday,
September
23, 2021

Download

Barna, Gerald

Thursday,
September
23, 2021

Download

Kellat,
Stephen

Sunday,
September
19, 2021

Download

Elmashae,
Arwa

Cleveland State University

Friday,
September
17, 2021

Download

Miller, Paul

revised

Thursday,
September
16, 2021

Download

Miller, Paul

Ohio Patriot Party

Wednesday,
September
15, 2021

Download

Kuhns,
Matthew

Tuesday,
September
14, 2021

Download

Clarke, Tim

Tuesday,
September
14, 2021

Download

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Name
Helmick,
David
Home

Organization

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Brown, Jack

Contact the Commission

Submission
Date

Map(s)

Download
Monday,
September
Members13, 2021 Meetings

Saturday,
September
11, 2021

Download

Clarke, Tim

Friday,
September
10, 2021

Download

Miller, Paul

Wednesday,
September
8, 2021

Download

Miller, Paul

Wednesday,
September
8, 2021

Download

Green,
Andrew

Tuesday,
September
7, 2021

Download

Green,
Andrew

Tuesday,
September
7, 2021

Download

Jung, Michael

Monday,
September
6, 2021

Download

Barbo, Dean

Friday,
September
3, 2021

Download

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Name

Organization

Miller, Dana
Home

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Munzel, Jack

Submission
Date

Map(s)

Download
Wednesday,
September
Members1, 2021 Meetings

Contact the Commission

Tuesday,
August 31,
2021

Download

Fogle, Samuel

Tuesday,
August 31,
2021

Download

Miller, Dana

Monday,
August 30,
2021

Download

Flanagan,
Colin

Sunday,
August 29,
2021

Download

Oakley, Caleb

Sunday,
August 29,
2021

Download

Benditz,
Warren

Friday,
August 27,
2021

Download

Fogle, Samuel

Thursday,
August 26,
2021

Download

Thursday,
August 26,
2021

Download

Sull, Melissa

Gahanna Fair Districts Citizens

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Maps | Ohio Redistricting Commission

Name

Organization

Sull, Melissa

Gahanna Fair Districts Citizens

Home

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Dunn,
Stephen

Submission
Date

Map(s)

Download
Thursday,
August 26,
Members2021
Meetings

Contact the Commission

Thursday,
August 26,
2021

Download

Prieve,
Wilson

Wednesday,
August 25,
2021

Download

Killey, Alex

Wednesday,
August 25,
2021

Download

Dunn,
Stephen

Wednesday,
August 25,
2021

Download

Tuesday,
August 24,
2021

Download

Griesenbrock,
Tyler

Tuesday,
August 24,
2021

Download

Karch,
Lauren

Tuesday,
August 24,
2021

Download

Knopp, Paul

Monday,
August 23,
2021

Download

Gale, Gary

Stark County Democratic Party

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Name

Organization

Nesbitt, Larry
Home

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Nesbitt, Larry

Contact the Commission

Submission
Date

Map(s)

Download
Sunday,
August 22,
Members2021
Meetings

Sunday,
August 22,
2021

Download

Barna, Gerald

Sunday,
August 22,
2021

Download

Lefkowitz,
Benjamin

Saturday,
August 21,
2021

Download

Schneider,
Harrison

Saturday,
August 21,
2021

Download

Schneider,
Harrison

Saturday,
August 21,
2021

Download

Clark, George

Friday,
August 20,
2021

Download

General Assembly District Plan – Adopted by Commission
Name

Organization

Submission
Date

Huffman, Matt

Ohio

Wednesday,
September 15,
2021

Map(s)
Download

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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General Assembly District Plans – Commission Member Sponsors
Name

Organization

Submission
Date
Home
Submit/View Maps
Members
Huffman, Matt Contact theOhio
Wednesday,
Resources
Commission
September
15, 2021

Map(s)
Meetings
Download

Sykes, Vernon

House &
Senate Dem
Caucus
9/15/21

Wednesday,
September
15, 2021

Download

Sykes, Vernon

House &
Senate
Democratic
Caucus

Monday,
September
13, 2021

Download

Huffman, Matt

Ohio Senate
President

Thursday,
September
9, 2021

Download

Sykes, Vernon

Ohio Senate
Democratic
Update

Thursday,
September
2, 2021

Download

Sykes, Vernon

Ohio Senate
Democratic
Plan

Tuesday,
August 31,
2021

Download

General Assembly District Plans / Maps – General Public Sponsors
Name

Organization

Submission
Date

Map(s)

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Maps | Ohio Redistricting Commission

Name

Organization

Clarke, Tim
Home

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Brock, Jeniece

Submission
Date
Tuesday,
September
Members
14, 2021

Contact the Commission
Ohio Citizens
Redistricting
Commission_Updated

Map(s)
Download

Meetings

Monday,
September
13, 2021

Download

Wise, Geoff

Tuesday,
September
7, 2021

Download

Kuhns, Matthew

Monday,
September
6, 2021

Download

Krug, Matthew

Sunday,
September
5, 2021

Download

Krug, Matthew

Sunday,
September
5, 2021

Download

Krug, Matthew

Saturday,
September
4, 2021

Download

Krug, Matthew

Saturday,
September
4, 2021

Download

Krug, Matthew

Saturday,
September
4, 2021

Download

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Maps | Ohio Redistricting Commission

Name

Organization

Krug, Matthew
Home

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Krug, Matthew

Contact the Commission

Krug, Matthew

Submission
Date
Saturday,
September
Members
4, 2021

Map(s)
Download

Meetings

Saturday,
September
4, 2021

Download

Saturday,
September
4, 2021

Download

Mapes, Jennifer

League of Women
Voters, Kent (Senate)

Friday,
September
3, 2021

Download

Mapes, Jennifer

League of Women
Voters, Kent (House)

Friday,
September
3, 2021

Download

Wednesday,
September
1, 2021

Download

Wednesday,
September
1, 2021

Download

Clarke, Tim

Wednesday,
September
1, 2021

Download

Wise, Geoff

Tuesday,
August 31,
2021

Download

Miller, Dana

Brock, Jeniece

Ohio Citizens
Redistricting
Commission

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Name

Organization

Clarke, Tim
Home

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Kennedy, Gary

Submission
Date
Tuesday,
August 31,
Members
2021

Contact the Commission

Map(s)
Download

Meetings

Tuesday,
August 31,
2021

Download

Tuesday,
August 31,
2021

Download

Sunday,
August 29,
2021

Download

Flanagan, Colin

Sunday,
August 29,
2021

Download

Barna, Gerald

Friday,
August 27,
2021

Download

Clarke, Tim

Thursday,
August 26,
2021

Download

Thursday,
August 26,
2021

Download

Wednesday,
August 25,
2021

Download

Kennedy, Gary

Wise, Geoff

Sull, Melissa

Barna, Gerald

Measurably Fair
Districting

Gahanna Fair Districts
Citizens

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Maps | Ohio Redistricting Commission

Name

Organization

Karch, Lauren
Home

Submit/View Maps

Resources
Hendricks,
Luanne

Submission
Date
Tuesday,
August 24,
Members
2021

Contact the Commission
Sustainable Westerville

Tuck-Macalla,
Heather

Map(s)
Download

Meetings

Monday,
August 23,
2021

Download

Sunday,
August 22,
2021

Download

Members ▪ Meetings ▪ Public Input ▪ Resources ▪ Disclaimer
© 2021 Ohio Redistricting Commission.
All Rights Reserved.

https://www.redistricting.ohio.gov/maps
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Ohio congressional redistricting: Lawmakers could get mapmaking power back

Home

Elections

Local Politics

Editorials & Letters

Page 1 of 6

Northern Kentucky

No meetings, no map mean Ohio Redistricting Commission could
punt mapmaking to lawmakers

JESSIE
JESSIE
JESSIE BALMERT
BALMERT
BALMERT

With just over a week left before its deadline to pass congressional
maps, the Ohio Redistricting Commission has done nothing publicly to
meet that goal.

https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/elections/2021/10/21/ohio-congressional-r...
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Ohio congressional redistricting: Lawmakers could get mapmaking power back

Page 2 of 6
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Ohio congressional redistricting: Lawmakers could get mapmaking power back
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Ohio congressional redistricting: Lawmakers could get mapmaking power back
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Ohio congressional redistricting: Lawmakers could get mapmaking power back
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Ohio congressional redistricting: Lawmakers could get mapmaking power back

https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/elections/2021/10/21/ohio-congressional-r...
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Ohio Republicans plow ahead with go-it-alone redistricting —
despite gerrymandering limits
The GOP-controlled state legislature plans to pass a new congressional map this week that shreds two
Democratic seats, but it will only stand for the next four years.

Republican Gov. Mike DeWine speaks to state Sen. Vernon Sykes, the co-chair of the Ohio Redistricting
Commission, as other members of the panel prepare for a meeting at the Statehouse in Columbus on Sept.
15. | Julie Carr Smyth/AP Photo
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Ohio voters in 2018 overwhelmingly approved a ballot measure that put
guardrails on state legislators ahead of the next redistricting.
But now that Republicans in Columbus are working to finalize a new
congressional map this week, they’re essentially ignoring those limits.
Advertisement

The constitutional amendment passed three years ago gave state legislators a
choice: Pass new district lines that earn support from both parties, and they
will stand for the full decade. If the map passes on a party-line vote, it will only
be in effect for the next two elections and need to be replaced in four years.

The goal of the amendment was to encourage lawmakers in both parties to
work together in redistricting and produce maps that reflect the state’s political
orientation. But the GOP, which controls every lever of state government in
Ohio, is instead moving at break-neck speed on congressional lines that could
favor the party in 13 of its 15 districts.
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McBath, Bourdeaux set for Georgia showdown
Kiss your swing districts goodbye
Say goodbye to swing districts. Lawmakers are drawing easy wins in dozens of states.
Welcome To A True American Bloodsport: Redistricting
Ohio Republicans plow ahead with go-it-alone redistricting — despite gerrymandering
limits

Democrats can only rail against the process — and vote no.
“The overwhelming mandate and desire in Ohio was to have fair maps. That’s
what they wanted,” said state Rep. Richard Brown, the leading Democrat on the
state House’s Government Oversight committee. “Well, that’s not what they’re
getting. They’re getting the same old gerrymandered maps as they got in 2011
— and actually it’s probably worse now than it was in 2011.”
The congressional map proposal is on a less-than-four-day trek through the
legislative process: First proposed in the state Senate on Monday night and
passed on Tuesday, the bill is expected to receive an up-or-down vote in the
state House on Thursday.
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Republicans insist their maps are fair, despite Democratic opposition. State
Sen. Rob McColley, who sponsored the bill in the state Senate, did not respond
to a request for comment. But in a statement earlier this week, he bragged that
the map keeps seven of the state’s eight largest cities — Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Akron, Toledo, Youngtown, Dayton and Canton — wholly contained within one
district each.
“Not since the mid-’60s have these seven major cities been whole, and for the
first time in more than 150 years Cincinnati will be contained in a single
district,” McColley wrote in the statement. “This is truly historic.”
But Democrats and other critiques of the map design refute his claims. The
proposed map, which must account for the one district Ohio lost in
reapportionment after the 2020 census, would keep deep-blue seats in
Cleveland and Columbus, but targets the other two Democratic districts for
defeat.
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Democratic Rep. Tim Ryan is vacating his seat to run for Senate, but the new
map eliminates what was a district now-President Joe Biden carried narrowly
in 2020. Meanwhile, the GOP map would break up Democratic Rep. Marcy
Kaptur’s current district, which snakes along the shore of Lake Erie to keep
Democrats away from GOP held seats around it. Instead, the Lakeshore would
be divided among red-leaning seats.
McColley, as the sponsor of the substitute bill, was questioned about the quality
of his map at Wednesday’s state House Government Oversight Committee
hearing. In addition to questions about the partisan advantage, he was asked
about the combination of urban communities with Appalachian communities
within a single district and how other counties were divided into different
districts, including Hamilton County and its Black population.

AD

Without any Democratic support, this map will only be allowed to be used for
four years as opposed to the usual 10 years because of one of the new reforms.
Brown, the top Democrat on the state House committee, said he believes
Republicans might have been OK with using that loophole all along.
That’s because they redrew the state legislative lines using the same process: A
party-line vote that, combined with the state’s political orientation — an
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increasing Republican lean, though still competitive — will likely keep the GOP
in charge come 2025.
“The Republicans in Ohio have done absolutely everything they can to maintain
their unearned supermajorities … so they can maintain power without ever
being accountable to the people in this state,” said state House Minority Leader
Emilia Strong Sykes. “It is not only harming our state, it is harming our
democracy and devastating the public trust that people have in their
government.”

We’re tracking the latest in
Ohio's once-a-decade redistricting.
How Ohio redraws its congressional districts will change the balance of power on Capitol Hill.
We break down the new maps to tell you who’s winning and who stands to lose.
LAUNCH

Democrats are already telegraphing their intentions to sue if the map is
approved, and the state court system is rife with cases regarding state
legislative maps approved earlier this year, brought by the American Civil
Liberties Union and other voting rights groups.
Good-government advocates also balked at the speed with which the state
legislature is working. Catherine Turcer, the executive director of Common
Cause of Ohio, said the latest Republican map couldn’t fully be evaluated before
its first hearing, which was about 16 hours after it was released. And the initial
bill was missing shapefiles for the redrawn maps, which are needed for
analysis.
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Earlier this year, hundreds of residents testified before the state Redistricting
Commission, which redraws state legislature district lines, and participated in
field hearings with state officials — but no one will be able to weigh in
specifically on this congressional map before the votes this week.
“[Republicans] established a pattern of ensuring that they’re not going to have
good participation, they’re not going to have good input on the maps,” said
Turcer. “And I don’t think we should procrastinate and wait until the very last
minute … But there’s no reason to go this quickly unless it’s to ram it through
with no real questions and no real public input.”
FILED UNDER: MARCY KAPTUR, OHIO, REDISTRICTING, TIM RYAN, 2022 ELECTIONS,
2021 REDISTRICTING
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Ohio Republicans release redistricting map, hearing
set for Wednesday
by: Daniel Griffin
Posted: Nov 15, 2021 / 08:59 PM EST
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TRENDING ON NBC4
1 CPD: 'Monsters' kill two

COLUMBUS (WCMH) — Ohioʼs Speaker of the House has released the Republicansʼ Congressional
redistricting map proposal, saying it could be voted on by the full House this Thursday.
Speaker Robert Cupp called the proposed map “rational, constitutional, and it achieves the
objectives Ohio voters overwhelmingly endorsed in May of 2018.”
The congressional map can determine who represents Ohio in Washington D.C. and can also impact
how and what issues get attention.
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In a memo to Republican House members, Cupp listed the following as highlights of the proposed
map:
• The map does not unduly favor or disfavor any political party or its incumbents.
• Seven of Ohioʼs eight largest cities are wholly contained within congressional boundaries. This is
the first time in fifty years this has been achieved. The exception is Columbus, whose population

lights in Columbus

6 Fighter jet sightings

possible in Delaware Co.

DON'T MISS

exceeds the population limit.
• Cincinnati is wholly contained in one congressional district for the first time in over 100 years.
• 76 of Ohioʼs 88 counties are not split by congressional district lines. The Ohio Constitution permits
up to 23 county spilts. This map has only 12 county splits.
• The map contains more competitive districts than any map introduced in the Ohio General
Assembly.
The House Government Oversight Committee will meet Wednesday to consider the proposal, with a
full House vote expected Thursday.
Democrats are already saying the map doesnʼt go far enough to address the stateʼs current
gerrymandered map, noting that 13 of the 15 districts lean Republican.
Lawmakers have until the end of November to finalize a map which Gov. Mike DeWine will then need
to sign.
The proposed map is below.
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The Ohio Senate Republicans unveiled a proposed congressional district map. It is
expected to be approved this week, though it's unclear whether Democrats will
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Ohio Senate to resume redistricting process
BY JUSTIN BOGGS | OHIO
PUBLISHED 11:56 AM ET NOV. 15, 2021

COLUMBUS, Ohio — After a joint committee of Ohio House and Senate
members held two required meetings to consider Ohio’s proposed U.S.
House districts, there were questions on what would happen next.
What You Need To Know
• The Ohio Senate will hold a committee hearing Tuesday on proposed districts for Ohio’s U.S.
House seats
• Lawmakers are required to finalize new districts by the end of November in time for the 2022
election
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• If lawmakers fail to gain bipartisan consensus, the districts will have to be redrawn in four years
instead of 10 years
40°
• Advocates
for equal districts are also planning on being at the Statehouse Tuesday as they claim
| DECEMBER 8, 2021
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proposals give Republicans an unfair advantage
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On Monday, Ohio Senate Republicans announced that the Local Government and
Elections Committee will hold a hearing on Tuesday to consider Senate
Republicans’ version of the map. According to analysis by Dave’s Re d is tricting ,
the map would give Ohio Republicans an advantage in 13 seats while
Democrats would hold an advantage in two seats.
The process, known as gerrymandering, packs Democratic-leaning voters into
two districts, centered in Cleveland and Columbus, in an effort to maximize the
number of Republican districts.
Ohio will have its number of U.S. House seats reduced from 16 to 15 due to
changes in population.
The last time lawmakers drew new maps was in 2011. In all five elections since,
Ohio Republicans won 12 of the 16 seats. According to official results from the
Ohio Secretary of State, Republican U.S. House candidates averaged 55% of the
vote share in the five elections from 2012-20.
As lawmakers hold a hearing Tuesday, advocates for fair districts are
scheduled to hold a news conference at the Statehouse and meet with
lawmakers.
"Based on Ohio's average vote share for the past ten years, a fair congressional
map will consist of seven Democratic seats and eight Republican seats. Initial
analyses say this Republican-drawn map might allow Democrats only two seats,”
said the advocacy group Equal Districts in a statement. “This proposal is worse
than the current gerrymandered map Ohioans soundly rejected at the polls.”
Senate Majority Whip Rob McColley, R-Napoleon, said his caucus' plan is
constitutional because Ohio's 11.7 million people are equally divided.
"This map truly balances 'one person, one vote' with 13 districts having exactly
786,630 people and two districts having 786,629. That is as close as we can get
as possible to 'one person, one vote," said McColley.
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The General Assembly has until the end of the month to either pass a 10-year
40°
bipartisan map or a one-sided map that lasts four years.
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Spectrum News 1 reporter Josh Rultenberg contributed to this report.
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Related Stories
• Joint redistricting committee leaves public with more questions than answers
• Redistricting reform groups criticize House, Senate Republican map proposals
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Ohio Redistricting Commission will not meet congressional redistricting deadline
BY JOSH RULTENBERG | COLUMBUS
PUBLISHED 7:45 PM ET OCT. 26, 2021

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The Ohio Redistricting Commission will not approve a
new congressional district map before an Oct. 31 deadline, according to
Ohio House Speaker Robert Cupp, R-Lima.
What You Need To Know
• A new congressional district map before an Oct. 31 deadline
• Ohio House Speaker Robert Cupp, R-Lima, blamed receiving census data late
• The task will go to the General Assembly
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• The General Assembly’s deadline is Nov. 30
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"I think it's apparent that it's not going to be possible," Cupp said Tuesday.
Cupp said not to expect a new congressional district map from the Ohio
Redistricting Commission because the census data was late.
"It delayed the state legislative district maps and now the folks that were
working on those on the Republican side are involved in a variety of support and
information and involved in the litigation," Cupp said.
A lawsuit before the Ohio Supreme Court over the legislative maps sheds new
light on how the maps were passed.
Court documents contain text messages between Secretary of State Frank
LaRose, R-Ohio, and his chief of staff, Merle Madrid. LaRose questioned the
rationale behind the maps calling it "asinine." LaRose went on to say that he
should vote against them.
However, Madrid responded, "It will be cited in court against the GOP. Probably
not worth it."
The maps were passed the next morning with LaRose siding with the rest of
the Republicans on the commission.
A spokesperson for LaRose told Spectrum News he had no further comment.
"I was incredibly disappointed in the secretary because he was following his gut
and he understood that the explanations that the maps weren't good. He
understood how bad things were, and he still chose not to follow his conscience
but to vote for an unfair map," said Catherine Turcer with Common Cause Ohio.
Meanwhile, as the redistricting process heads back to the state legislature, Ohio
House Minority Leader Emilia Sykes, D-Akron, is calling for lawmakers to take
steps so the state legislature may hit the ground running when it takes over Nov.
1.
Sykes sent a letter Monday to Cupp and Senate President Matt Huffman, R-Lima,
asking for a joint legislative committee to meet no later than Nov. 4, details of
how many officials will be appointed to the committee, details for the
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congressional plan to be released by Nov. 10 and a public hearing schedule to be
32°
released with hearings beginning no later than Nov. 15.
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"Looking at prior history of the commission not being prepared and asking
questions and figuring things out as we go, I suggested that before we get to it,
before it comes to the General Assembly, we should spend the time figuring out
these basic details that are constitutionally mandated," said Sykes.

According to the constitutional reforms passed in 2018, the legislature must
create a joint committee to hear testimony on two occasions on a proposed map.
Cupp said an announcement on that and other things are still being "mapped
out."
The state legislature, which went first in the congressional redistricting process,
already missed its first constitutionally-mandated deadline in September.
Turcer said she is not optimistic the congressional process will be any better than
the legislative process.
"I assume that they are being worked on behind closed doors, but we can't see
what's actually happening,” said Turcer. “I assume that they're checking in with
members of Congress. I assume they're checking in with people who might want
to run for Congress. That is not how this process should work. These maps are
created for voters of Ohio. These are voting districts, and we deserve better.”
The Ohio Redistricting Commission will meet Thursday morning at 10 a.m. to go
over maps that have already been proposed. Cupp said there will not be a
Republican map introduced nor will any maps get approved.
As far as the General Assembly's role to approve a 10-year map, 60% of
lawmakers in the House and Senate and a third of the Democratic caucus in each
chamber must support it. If not, there will be a four-year map.
The deadline is Nov. 30.
YOU MAY ALSO BE INTERESTED IN
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Senate District 28

Vernon Sykes
Sykes, Yuko Introduce Congressional District Map
September 29, 2021

Today, Ohio Senate Minority Leader Kenny Yuko (D-Richmond Heights) and state Senator Vernon Sykes (D-Akron), co-chair of the Ohio
Redistricting Commission, introduced Senate Bill 237, the Ohio Senate Democratic Caucus’ proposal for a congressional district map.
“The plan we are introducing today is fair, keeps communities together and doesn’t gerrymander our state,” Yuko said. “Most
importantly, it doesn’t favor or disfavor any political party. I’m hopeful that it can be a starting point to create a bipartisan map that meets
the constitutional reforms Ohio voters demanded in 2018.”
S. B. 237, which is co-sponsored by all members of the Ohio Senate Democratic Caucus, does not illegally split contiguous municipalities
or townships in any district in the state. Counties are only split to account for population requirements.
“Our plan demonstrates that if the majority had the will, we could have drawn a bipartisan map before the September 30 deadline,” Sykes
said. “It is not too late for the majority to work with us on a plan that fulfills the reforms overwhelmingly approved by Ohioans in 2018.”
The legislature is required to create a congressional map by September 30. If a plan is not adopted by this date, the Ohio Redistricting
Commission is responsible for adopting a congressional district map by October 31. If a plan is not adopted by this date, the legislature
once again becomes responsible. During the later stages of this process, maps must adhere to stricter requirements if it fails to receive
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the support of at least a third of the minority members of the general assembly. These requirements include the following:
MENU

• The plan must not unduly favor or disfavor a political party or its incumbents;
• The map shall not unduly split governmental units, giving preference to keeping whole, counties, townships and cities.
• The districts shall be compact.
The plan Senate Democrats introduced today proactively accounts for these additional requirements.
To review the map, click here. To see the map on Dave’s Redistricting, click here.
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Gerrymandering: Shading the Lines
If the U.S. is supposed to be a representative democracy, when did this country go
from voters picking their representatives to politicians picking their voters? WKSU
takes a look at the evolution of Ohio's congressional district, how they've gone
from making geographic sense to the twisted, contorted shapes they are today.

Ohio Voters May See Two AntiGerrymandering Issues on Their Ballots
Next year
WKSU | By Karen Kasler
Published December 21, 2017 at 5:15 AM EST
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KAREN KASLER / OHIO PUBLIC RADIO

Ohio voters may see not one, but two, issues next year overhauling the way
congressional districts are drawn. In the words of one advocate: “I care about
slaying the gerrymander because I’m an American.”
Here is the fourth installment of our series, “Gerrymandering: Shading the
Lines."
On election night two years ago, Catherine Turcer of Common Cause Ohio
couldn’t have been more thrilled.
“It’s like Christmas. I got the best present, and the thing that’s exciting is that
this is for all of us,” she said.
“This” was an Ohio constitutional amendment to create a seven-member
bipartisan redistricting commission. Previous citizen-backed ballot issues on
Play Live Radio
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redistricting had been rejected by voters. But this one passed with more than 70
percent of the vote – likely because both Democratic and Republican lawmakers
also supported it.

Credit STATEHOUSE NEWS BUREAU
Catherine Turcer's Common Cause Ohio was among the groups pushing a change in how state
Legislative districts are drawn. Voters passed it in 2015 by 70 percent. But the issue did not mention
Congressional districts.
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No mention of Congress, yet
But it applied only to state House and state Senate districts. Advocates said
Congressional redistricting was next, because the current Ohio map has been
called one of the most gerrymandered in the country. It was drawn up six years
ago, with the process and the product kept hidden in a downtown Columbus
hotel room called “the bunker.”

State-paid Republican consultants worked under the heavy influence of U.S.
House Speaker John Boehner – even though technically, it’s state lawmakers,
not Congress, that builds Ohio’s congressional map.

Play Live Radio
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But the overwhelmingly Republican Legislature approved the map, over
objections from Democratic lawmakers including then-party Chair Chris
Redfern.
“I think that this Speaker and his staff are far more interested in politics than
they are in drafting a bill that could get wide bipartisan support,” he said.
Democrats tried to take the issue to the ballot, which would have meant two
different primaries in 2012 for Ohio’s 16 Congressional districts. Republicans
tweaked the map slightly and Democrats signed off.
To read the report, click here.
But frustrated citizen activists – led by the League of Women Voters -- started
working on their redistricting plan, which would take the Congressional mapdrawing power away from lawmakers and put it with the bipartisan commission
set up to create Statehouse districts. They got a sudden and surprising boost in
late 2015 – from the man who signed the law that created the current
Congressional map, Gov. John Kasich.
Good for Ohio and the country
“I think we need to eliminate gerrymandering, we gotta figure out a way to do
it, we gotta be aggressive on it and we gotta have more competitive districts.
That to me is what’s good for the state of Ohio and what’s good for the
country.”
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This April, activists began collecting signatures to put their Fair Congressional
Districts for Ohio amendment before voters next fall. But a few months ago,
four state lawmakers were appointed to craft a plan to beat the clock and go to
the voters this coming May.

“We must have a transparent, bipartisan approach to redistricting.” “The
General Assembly has the opportunity to restore fairness in our elections.”
“Gerrymandering is really bullying.”
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That’s Carole Lunney, Camille Winbish, and Kathy Deitsch, three of the dozens
of people who testified at two hearings this fall held by the working group. No
one defended the current Congressional map drawing process.

Credit The Ohio Channel
At the first meeting of the working group, Sens. Vernon Sykes (left) and Matt Huffman debated what
most determines who will win an election.

Do maps really win elections?
But one member of the group -- Republican Sen. Matt Huffman of Lima, who
jointly sponsored the Statehouse redistricting reform plan – countered the claim
that map-making increasingly dictates election results.
“The current system that we have, as imperfect as it is, allows the appropriate
candidates, appropriately funded, with party support, and if the issues are the
way they are, folks can win,” he said.
Democratic panel member Sen. Vernon Sykes of Akron – who was also a
sponsor of the Statehouse redistricting reform - shot back.
“As a political science professor, I would state that it’s found that the most
significant variable is who draws the lines,” he said.
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Since the hearings, lawmakers have been in private talks. If they want to get
their version on the May primary ballot, they have it ready by Feb. 7.
In contrast, because it’s a citizens’ effort, the Fair Congressional Districts plan
can only go on the fall ballot. But activists aren’t deterred. They’re halfway to the
more than 300,000 signatures they need. And those working on the issue say
things are different than they were even two years ago. Maryann Barnes chairs
the Cleveland Heights-University Heights chapter of the League of Women
Voters – she recently circulated petitions at a Cleveland Heights bar.

Credit M.L. SCHULTZE / WKSU Public Radio
Advocates collecting signatures to get a proposed constitutional amendment on the November ballot
say the current map is their best weapons
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"Now, you know, we have our little sign that says, ‘Please stop gerrymandering’,
and people come to us to sign the petition. They do know now what
gerrymandering is, and a lot of people are very angry about it.”
There’s also a third plan in the Legislature – it says if lawmakers can’t agree to a
Congressional map, the bipartisan Statehouse district map-drawing commission
takes over. But that bill has yet to have a hearing.
The working group of state lawmakers considering a redistricting plan are:
• Ohio Rep. Kirk Schuring (R)
• Ohio Rep. Jack Cera (D)
• Ohio Sen. Vernon Sykes (D)
• Ohio Sen. Matt Huffman (R)
Schuring has said some lawmakers have a concern that the Legislature not cede
responsibility for the map entirely, but the group is looking for broad support
from the public. Schuring was the only GOP member of the Ohio House who
voted against Congressional map in 2011, saying his was concerned that
dividing his native Stark County into three Congressional districts woudl dilute
its strength.
The group has not announced a plan publicly. The Legislature faces a Feb. 7
deadline to get an issue on the May ballot.
Fair Districts Ohio's proposal
The group of citizen's groups, including the League of Women Voters, has
collected more than 175, 000 signatures to get its voter initiative on the
November ballot. (By law, voter-initiated issues can only be on General election
ballots.
Here's the outline of their plan:
• It would amend Article XI of the Ohio Constitution to transfer responsibility
for redrawing Congressional district lines from the state Legislature (with the
governor's signature) to the bipartisan Ohio Redistricting Commission.
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• The Ohio Redistricting Commission consists of Ohio's governor, secretary of
state, auditor and one person each appointed by the Ohio House and Senate
majority and minority leaders.
• Voters established the commission in 2015 by 71.5 % of the vote to establish
district Lines for the Ohio House and Ohio Senate. Congressional districts
were unaffected.
• A plan must be supported by a majority of the commission, including at least
two members of the minority party, to be adopted.
• Any citizen of Ohio may propose a plan for the Commission's consideration.
• The amendment would go into effect following the 2020 census, and the new
congressional district boundaries would take effect in 2022.
• Here are the criteria the amendment would set for Congressional districts:
• No congressional district map shall be drawn to favor or disfavor a political
party or candidates.
• Each district will be nearly equal in population (one person, one vote).
• The plan shall minimize the splitting of counties, municipalities and
townships, and no county shall be split more than once.
• Districts shall be geographically contiguous and compact.
• The Voting Rights Act and other state and federal laws that protect minority
representation shall be respected.
• Representational fairness is required. The statewide percentage of districts
leaning towards each of the two major parties shall closely correspond to the
partisan preferences of Ohio voters as measured by votes in state and federal
partisan general elections over the previous 10 years.
WKSU'S series, "Gerrymandering: Shading the Lines"
• Summit County: Four congressional districts and no member of Congress to
call its own
• Snakes, ducks and toilet bowls: How's Ohio shape its congressional districts?
• How'd Ohio's most liberal town end up represented by one of the nation's
most conservative congressmen?
• Ohio voters may see two anti-gerrymandering Issues on Next Year's ballots
• The nation watches Ohio and Ohio could find models in other states
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Editor’s note: The name of Carole Lunney was originally misspelled and has
been corrected.
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Congress & Courts

Redistricting marches toward another passing
deadline
By Susan Tebben

Ohio Capital Journal 2021-10-29

Congressional redistricting is still headed for a missed deadline even as the
official commission heard proposed maps from advocates and public citize
ns Thursday morning.
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Ohio Redistricting Commission co-chairs House Speaker Bob Cupp and stat
e Sen. Vernon Sykes both said they are committed to hearing from the publ
ic and conducting several public hearings beyond the one held Thursday, w
hich appears to be the last the commission will have before the process mo
ves back to the legislature.
Commission members saw some familiar faces turn up for the public hearin
g to present proposed maps they’d drawn up to present before the Oct. 31
deadline.
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The first-place map, designed by John Hagner, for the Fair Districts Ohio Co
alition redistricting contest. The map was one of three presented during the
Ohio Redistricting Commission’s Thursday meeting.
The Fair Districts Ohio Coalition was represented by Catherine Turcer, execu
tive director of Common Cause Ohio, who presented three maps, the winne
rs of a congressional map contest held by the coalition.
She said the maps were not meant to be final drafts, but a good jumping of
f point for commissioners to get to work.
“I am really hoping when we go through this congressional process that w
e’re actually able to see some deliberation,” Turcer told the commission.
In the report on the maps, Fair Districts called the maps “vastly superior to
Ohio’s current congressional map on a number of specific criteria,” includin
g equal populations, adherence to the Voting Rights Act, minority represent
ation and the fewest amount of county splits.
In the three maps that won the contest, the first place entry had six competi
tive districts, the second place had five, and third place also had six competi
tive districts. This is a significant increase from the current congressional m
aps, which the coalition says have only one district with party competitivene
ss.
Creating competitive districts is not a requirement via the constitutional am
endment that dictates how the redistricting process is going this year, but t
he coalition took it into account as a reason a majority of voters supported
the constitutional amendment.
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Congressional map proposed by the Ohio Citizens Redistricting Commissio
n.
The independent Ohio Citizens Redistricting Commission also presented th
e congressional version of their unity maps, just as they did during the legis
lative redistricting period .
“In our map, both Cincinnati and Cleveland exist within their own congressi
onal district,” said Chris Tavenor, a member of the OCRC. “Columbus is too
big to include in just one congressional district, but it must be split responsi
bly to protect communities of interest.”
With that in mind, the OCRC proposed maps keep 69% of Columbus within
one district, and the remaining 31% in a second district. Doing this, Tavenor
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said, still “honors recognized neighborhood boundaries and attempts to av
oid breaking apart communities of interest within Columbus.”
Akron, Dayton and Toledo are all in their own congressional districts as wel
l, under the OCRC map.
Fellow OCRC member Samuel Gresham, who made the formal presentation
for the legislative unity maps, said he’s been through this redistricting proc
ess before, and has been fighting for decades against gerrymandering in th
e state. That has not changed with the passing years, he said.
“Look at the room of these volunteers,” Gresham said. “We’re serious as a h
eart attack. We are not going away. We are going to stay here … until we ge
t what we deserve.”
The anti-gerrymandering groups weren’t the only people presenting maps.
Paul Miller said he’s part of a group called Ohioans Defending Freedom, an
d accused Democrats, the OCRC and “other activist groups” of trying to cre
ate “an artificial competitiveness.” He said the redistricting commission sho
uld aim for the average of statewide voting margins in developing their ma
ps, to avoid disenfranchising voters based on what some groups may want.
“If the Democrats want more seats, they can win them at the ballot box by
being reasonable and ending the ongoing destruction of our country and w
ay of life with their radical Socialist agenda,” Miller said. “That’s my opinio
n.”
All the submitted maps can be viewed at the Ohio Redistricting Commissio
n’s website , along with notifications for future meetings and other public r
esources.
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House Speaker Bob Cupp, at left, and state Sen. Vernon Sykes, right, co-cha
irs of the Ohio Redistricting Commission, speak before the Thursday meetin
g of the ORC. Photo by Susan Tebben, OCJ.
The co-chairs of the redistricting commission say they are working to keep t
he process transparent and Cupp said the commission will have “plenty of p
ublic meetings” to incorporate public input.
“I’ll be working as much as we can to make sure the meetings are announce
d well in advance,” Sykes said.
Sykes said it is “still up to the will of the General Assembly” to make sure fai
rness is enforced as the process goes back to the legislature, and the rules i
n place can only do so much to avoid gerrymandering.
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“(Having rules in place) minimize how you can gerrymander, but they don’t
eliminate the ability to gerrymander,” Sykes said.
When asked if the legislature would be working on guidance and process fo
r redistricting as they await legislative committees and the formulation of of
ficial map proposals, Cupp said leading a process without maps would be h
ard.
“I’m not sure you can do that in the abstract; I think you have to do it as yo
u’re looking at something more concrete and specific,” Cupp said.
Secretary of State Frank LaRose said after talking to each other member of t
he commission, he’s “not seeing a great interest by many others in finding t
hat middle-ground solution.”
“What I thought would be a much more productive way to do this and the
way that sometimes a complex negotiation can be carried out is to find an
opportunity to agree on principles, and so that was my focus from the begi
nning,” LaRose said after the commission meeting.
But as to whether LaRose thinks the redistricting process is flawed: “To be d
etermined.”
The ORC has until Oct. 31 to approve a map, before the process heads back
to the General Assembly who needs to put together a committee to decide
the map makeup for the next ten years, if they can come up with bipartisan
agreement. If there is no bipartisan agreement, a four-year map could be a
pproved by a majority vote.
Nick Evans contributed to this article.
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Senate District 12

Matt Huffman
Republicans Announce Significant Changes Made To Congressional Redistricting Plan
January 29, 2018

COLUMBUS – State Senator Matt Huffman (R-Lima) and Ohio House Speaker Pro Tempore Kirk Schuring (R-Canton) today announced
updates to Sub. Senate Joint Resolution 5, a proposal to reform the way congressional district lines are drawn in Ohio.
The goals of the plan remain the same: to constitutionalize congressional map drawing standards, to require bipartisan support, and to
significantly reduce the splitting of counties and cities. Adjustments made today in the proposal are a result of numerous discussions in
hopes of reaching a solution with bipartisan support.
“By defining a process and ensuring bipartisan support, we are proposing a historic change in how Ohio draws its congressional district
lines,” said Huffman, sponsor of S.J.R. 5. “As part of our good faith effort to reach a solution, we are making substantial changes today
based on our discussions with Democrat leadership and feedback we have heard from coalition leaders and the public. I believe we are
providing the people of Ohio with a plan that is both fair and responsible.”
Changes to Sub. Senate Joint Resolution 5 include:

◾ Increasing the required level of bipartisan support to at least 50% vote of the minority party on a 10-year map passed by the General
Assembly.
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◾ Additionally increasing the required level of bipartisan support from a 1/5 to a 1/3 vote of the minority party on ratifying a 4-year map
MENU
into a 10-year map.

◾ Enhancing protections for regions, counties and cities by keeping counties from being split more than twice. In fact, the updated plan
calls for at least 65 counties to be kept whole and allows only five counties to be split twice. The proposal also requires the cities of
Cleveland and Cincinnati to be kept whole inside districts, and Columbus to be the base of its own district.
◾ Restoring the governor’s ability to veto a map.
◾ Maintaining Ohioans’ ability to file a referendum against a congressional map.
◾ Clarifying that a court challenge can be brought to an entire map not just individual districts.
◾ Eliminating strict equal population requirements for districts.

A side-by-side comparison of today’s changes can be found here.
The next public hearing on Sub. Senate Joint Resolution 5 is scheduled for 10 a.m. on Tuesday, January 30 in the Senate’s Government
Oversight and Reform committee.
###
Press Contacts
Ohio Senate: John Fortney, 614.995.1280, John.Fortney@ohiosenate.gov
Ohio House: Brad Miller, 614.466.8759, Brad.Miller@ohiohouse.gov
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Sykes, Yuko Introduce Congressional District Map |
Senator Vernon Sykes
ohiosenate.gov/senators/sykes/news/sykes-yuko-introduce-congressional-district-map

Today, Ohio Senate Minority Leader Kenny Yuko (D-Richmond Heights) and state Senator
Vernon Sykes (D-Akron), co-chair of the Ohio Redistricting Commission, introduced Senate
Bill 237, the Ohio Senate Democratic Caucus’ proposal for a congressional district map.
“The plan we are introducing today is fair, keeps communities together and doesn’t
gerrymander our state,” Yuko said. “Most importantly, it doesn’t favor or disfavor any
political party. I’m hopeful that it can be a starting point to create a bipartisan map that
meets the constitutional reforms Ohio voters demanded in 2018.”
S. B. 237, which is co-sponsored by all members of the Ohio Senate Democratic Caucus, does
not illegally split contiguous municipalities or townships in any district in the state. Counties
are only split to account for population requirements.
“Our plan demonstrates that if the majority had the will, we could have drawn a bipartisan
map before the September 30 deadline,” Sykes said. “It is not too late for the majority to
work with us on a plan that fulfills the reforms overwhelmingly approved by Ohioans in
2018.”
The legislature is required to create a congressional map by September 30. If a plan is not
adopted by this date, the Ohio Redistricting Commission is responsible for adopting a
congressional district map by October 31. If a plan is not adopted by this date, the legislature
once again becomes responsible. During the later stages of this process, maps must adhere to
stricter requirements if it fails to receive the support of at least a third of the minority
members of the general assembly. These requirements include the following:
• The plan must not unduly favor or disfavor a political party or its incumbents;
• The map shall not unduly split governmental units, giving preference to keeping whole,
counties, townships and cities.
• The districts shall be compact.

The plan Senate Democrats introduced today proactively accounts for these additional
requirements.
To review the map, click here. To see the map on Dave’s Redistricting, click here.
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Coalition rallies at Statehouse,
demands redistricting hearings
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 Prentiss Haney, co-executive director of the Ohio Organizing Collaborative,
speaks at a rally for the Equal Districts Coalition. The coalition stood on the
steps of the state capitol to urge public hearings on congressional redistricting.
Photo by Susan Tebben, OCJ.

The Equal Districts Coalition held a rally on the Ohio
Statehouse steps on Wednesday, calling for public hearings
on congressional redistricting maps that they said should
have already been held by the official Ohio Redistricting
Commission.
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“The lack of leadership to follow through with the will of
the people is troubling to say the least,” said Chris
Tavenor, a staff attorney for the Ohio Environmental
Council, one of the members of the coalition.
The coalition asked for public hearings from the official
commission, which have yet to be scheduled, but they plan
to have their own virtual public hearings on Thursday and
Oct. 25 and 26.
The official redistricting commission has until the end of the
month to approve a map. If they fail to do so, the process
heads back to the legislature.
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PRESS RELEASE
Trio of Good Government Groups File
Congressional Redistricting Proposal:
Congressional Reform Mirrors State
Reform Measure Approved by 71% of
Ohio Voters in 2015
Aryeh Alex, April 24, 2017

TWEET

SHARE

In partnership with the League of Women Voters of Ohio and Common Cause Ohio, the Ohio
Environmental Council announced today an initial collection of over 1,000 signatures in support of the
Fair Congressional Districts for Ohio ballot proposal, which mirrors the legislative redistricting reform
plan that Ohio voters endorsed by a vote of 71-29 percent in 2015.
“From congressional districts straddling Lake Erie, to those along the Ohio River and those nestled in
the farmlands of western Ohio, we all deserve federal representatives who will fight in support of
issues facing our communities, not on behalf of their political parties,” said Heather Taylor-Miesle,
Executive Director for the Ohio Environmental Council.
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Carrie Davis, Executive Director of the League of Women Voters of Ohio said, “this is a critical effort to
RESOURCES BLOG
ADVOCACY
TOOLKIT
EVENTSof POLICIES
ensure fair districts and fair elections for every congressional
seat in
Ohio. When
members
Congress

have safe seats drawn to guarantee which party wins, the real losers are the voters. With our initial
collection of over 1,000 signatures from across the Buckeye State, the League of Women Voters of Ohio
firmly believes this effort will ensure all Ohioans are represented in our nation’s capital.”
“In 2015, Ohioans overwhelmingly supported state legislative redistricting reform. Issue 1 of 2015 won
ABOUT US

OUR WORK

NEWS

TAKE ACTION

DONATE

by more than 71% of the vote and won in all 88 counties. We are building on that momentum,”said

Catherine Turcer, Policy Analyst for Common Cause Ohio. “What’s good for the Statehouse is good for
Congress. We’re excited to work toward fixing the congressional mapmaking.”
The text of the proposal was available for public comment for five months.
Summary of the Proposed Constitutional Amendment

• No congressional district map shall be drawn to favor or disfavor a political party or
candidates.
• Each district will be nearly equal in population (one person, one vote) with the splitting
of communities (counties, cities and townships) kept to a minimum.
• Districts shall be geographically compact.
• The Voting Rights Act and other state and federal laws that protect minority
representation shall be respected.
• Representational fairness is required. This means that the congressional map should
reflect the will of Ohio voters. This reinforces the prohibition on gerrymandering or
drawing a map to favor one political party over another. The proposal requires that
partisan makeup reflects statewide elections over the previous ten years.
• The bipartisan Ohio Redistricting Commission (established by Issue 1 in 2015) will draw
state legislative, as well as congressional district maps.
• The Ohio Redistricting Commission includes the Governor, the Auditor, the Secretary of
State and appointees of the Speaker of the Ohio House, House Minority Leader, the
Ohio Senate President and the Senate Minority Leader.
• To pass a new congressional map requires a majority of the Ohio Redistricting
Commission approve the map with a minimum of two votes from the minor political
party.
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U.S. Department of Commerce
U.S. Census Bureau
Table 1. APPORTIONMENT POPULATION AND NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVES BY STATE: 2020 CENSUS

STATE

APPORTIONMENT
POPULATION
(APRIL 1, 2020)

NUMBER OF
APPORTIONED
REPRESENTATIVES
BASED ON
2020 CENSUS2

CHANGE FROM
2010 CENSUS
APPORTIONMENT

Alabama
5,030,053
7
0
Alaska
736,081
1
0
Arizona
7,158,923
9
0
Arkansas
3,013,756
4
0
California
39,576,757
52
-1
Colorado
5,782,171
8
1
Connecticut
3,608,298
5
0
Delaware
990,837
1
0
Florida
21,570,527
28
1
Georgia
10,725,274
14
0
Hawaii
1,460,137
2
0
Idaho
1,841,377
2
0
Illinois
12,822,739
17
-1
Indiana
6,790,280
9
0
Iowa
3,192,406
4
0
Kansas
2,940,865
4
0
Kentucky
4,509,342
6
0
Louisiana
4,661,468
6
0
Maine
1,363,582
2
0
Maryland
6,185,278
8
0
Massachusetts
7,033,469
9
0
Michigan
10,084,442
13
-1
Minnesota
5,709,752
8
0
Mississippi
2,963,914
4
0
Missouri
6,160,281
8
0
Montana
1,085,407
2
1
Nebraska
1,963,333
3
0
Nevada
3,108,462
4
0
New Hampshire
1,379,089
2
0
New Jersey
9,294,493
12
0
New Mexico
2,120,220
3
0
New York
20,215,751
26
-1
North Carolina
10,453,948
14
1
North Dakota
779,702
1
0
Ohio
11,808,848
15
-1
Oklahoma
3,963,516
5
0
Oregon
4,241,500
6
1
Pennsylvania
13,011,844
17
-1
Rhode Island
1,098,163
2
0
South Carolina
5,124,712
7
0
South Dakota
887,770
1
0
Tennessee
6,916,897
9
0
Texas
29,183,290
38
2
Utah
3,275,252
4
0
Vermont
643,503
1
0
Virginia
8,654,542
11
0
Washington
7,715,946
10
0
West Virginia
1,795,045
2
-1
Wisconsin
5,897,473
8
0
Wyoming
577,719
1
0
TOTAL APPORTIONMENT POPULATION1
331,108,434
435
Footnotes:
1
Includes the resident population for the 50 states, as ascertained by the Twenty-Fourth Decennial Census under Title 13, United
States Code, and counts of U.S. military and federal civilian employees living overseas (and their dependents living with them
overseas) allocated to their home state, as reported by the employing federal agencies. The apportionment population excludes the
population of the District of Columbia. The counts of overseas personnel (and dependents) are used for apportionment purposes only.
2
The U.S. Census Bureau prepared these calculations using the existing size of the U.S. House of Representatives (435 members)
and the Method of Equal Proportions, as provided for in Title 2, United States Code, Sections 2a and 2b.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: THURSDAY, AUGUST 12, 2021

2020 Census Statistics Highlight Local Population
Changes and Nation’s Racial and Ethnic Diversity
AUGUST 12, 2021
RELEASE NUMBER CB21-CN.55

U.S. Census Bureau Delivers Data for States to Begin Redistricting Efforts
AUG. 12, 2021 — The U.S. Census Bureau today released additional 2020 Census results
[https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/decade/2020/2020-census-results.html]
showing an increase in the population of U.S. metro areas compared to a decade ago. In addition, these oncedecade results showed the nation’s diversity in how people identify their race and ethnicity.
“We are excited to reach this milestone of delivering the first detailed statistics from the 2020 Census,” said
acting Census Bureau Director Ron Jarmin. “We appreciate the public’s patience as Census Bureau staff worke
diligently to process these data and ensure it meets our quality standards."
These statistics, which come from the 2020 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171) Summary File
[https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/about/rdo/summary-files.html] , provide th
first look at populations for small areas and include information on Hispanic origin, race, age 18 and over, hou
occupancy and group quarters. They represent where people were living as of April 1, 2020, and are available f
the nation, states and communities down to the block level.
The Census Bureau also released data visualizations [https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations.html] ,
America Counts stories [https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/decade/2020/2020stories.html] , and videos [https://www.census.gov/data/academy/topics/2020-census.html] to help illustra
and explain these data. These resources are available on the 2020 Census results page
[https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/decade/2020/2020-census-results.html] .
Advanced users can access these data on the FTP site [https://www2.census.gov/programssurveys/decennial/2020/data/01-Redistricting_File--PL_94-171/] .
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Population Changes Across the Country Since the 2010 Census
Today’s release reveals changes in the size and distribution of the population across the United States. The
population of U.S. metro areas grew by 9% from 2010 to 2020, resulting in 86% of the population living in U.S.
metro areas in 2020, compared to 85% in 2010.
“Many counties within metro areas saw growth, especially those in the south and west. However, as we’ve bee
seeing in our annual population estimates, our nation is growing slower than it used to,” said Marc Perry, a sen
demographer at the Census Bureau. “This decline is evident at the local level where around 52% of the countie
in the United States saw their 2020 Census populations decrease from their 2010 Census populations.”
County and metro area highlights:
The largest county in the United States in 2020 remains Los Angeles County with over 10 million people.
The largest city (incorporated place) in the United States in 2020 remains New York with 8.8 million people.
312 of the 384 U.S. metro areas gained population between 2010 and 2020.
The fastest-growing U.S. metro area between the 2010 Census and 2020 Census was The Villages, FL, which grew 39% from about 93,
people to about 130,000 people.
72 U.S. metro areas lost population from the 2010 Census to the 2020 Census. The U.S. metro areas with the largest percentage declin
were Pine Bluff, AR, and Danville, IL, at -12.5 percent and -9.1 percent, respectively.

A data visualization released today shows the population change at the county level from the 2010 Census to t
2020 Census [https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/interactive/2020-population-and-housing-sta
data.html] . Read more about population change in the America Counts story, More Than Half of U.S. Counties
Were Smaller in 2020 Than in 2010 [https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/more-than-half-ofunited-states-counties-were-smaller-in-2020-than-in-2010.html] .

2020 Census Findings on Race and Ethnicity
The 2020 Census used the required two separate questions (one for Hispanic or Latino origin
[https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/technicaldocumentation/questionnaires/2020/response-guidance.html] and one for race
[https://www.census.gov/topics/population/race/about.html] ) to collect the races and ethnicities of the U.
population — following the standards [https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-1997-10-30/pdf/9728653.pdf] set by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in 1997. Building upon our research over th
past decade [https://www.census.gov/about/our-research/race-ethnicity.html] , we improved the two separ
questions design and updated our data processing and coding procedures for the 2020 Census. This work beg
in 2015 with research and testing centered on findings from the 2015 National Content Test
[https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-kits/2017/nct.html] , and the designs were implemented in the 2
Census Test [https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-kits/2018/2018-census-test.html] .
The improvements and changes [https://www.census.gov/newsroom/blogs/randomsamplings/2021/08/improvements-to-2020-census-race-hispanic-origin-question-designs.html] enabled a
more thorough and accurate depiction of how people self-identify, yielding a more accurate portrait of how
people report their Hispanic origin and race within the context of a two-question format. These changes reve
that the U.S. population is much more multiracial and more diverse than what we measured in the past.
We are confident that differences in the overall racial distributions are largely due to improvements in the des
of the two separate questions for race data collection and processing, as well as some demographic changes o
the past 10 years.
Today’s release of 2020 Census redistricting data provides a new snapshot of the racial and ethnic compositio
the country as a result of improvements in the design of the race and ethnicity questions, processing and cod
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“As the country has grown, we have continued to evolve in how we measure the race and ethnicity
[https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/interactive/decennial-census-measurement-of-race-andethnicity-across-the-decades-1790-2020.html] of the people who live here,” said Nicholas Jones, director and
senior advisor for race and ethnicity research and outreach at the Census Bureau. “Today’s release of 2020
Census redistricting data provides a new snapshot of the racial and ethnic composition and diversity of the
country. The improvements we made to the 2020 Census yield a more accurate portrait of how people selfidentify in response to two separate questions on Hispanic origin and race, revealing that the U.S. population
much more multiracial and more diverse than what we measured in the past.”
Race and ethnicity highlights:
The White population remained the largest race or ethnicity group in the United States, with 204.3 million people identifying as Whit
alone. Overall, 235.4 million people reported White alone or in combination with another group. However, the White alone population
decreased by 8.6% since 2010.
The Two or More Races population (also referred to as the Multiracial population) has changed considerably since 2010. The Multiraci
population was measured at 9 million people in 2010 and is now 33.8 million people in 2020, a 276% increase.
The “in combination” multiracial populations for all race groups accounted for most of the overall changes in each racial category.
All of the race alone or in combination groups experienced increases. The Some Other Race alone or in combination group (49.9 millio
increased 129%, surpassing the Black or African American population (46.9 million) as the second-largest race alone or in combination
group.
The next largest racial populations were the Asian alone or in combination group (24 million), the American Indian and Alaska Native a
or in combination group (9.7 million), and the Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone or in combination group (1.6 million).
The Hispanic or Latino population, which includes people of any race, was 62.1 million in 2020. The Hispanic or Latino population gre
23%, while the population that was not of Hispanic or Latino origin grew 4.3% since 2010.

It is important to note that these data comparisons between the 2020 Census and 2010 Census race data shou
be made with caution, taking into account the improvements we have made to the Hispanic origin and race
questions and the ways we code what people tell us.
Accordingly, data from the 2020 Census show different but reasonable and expected distributions from the 20
Census for the White alone population, the Some Other Race alone or in combination population, and the
Multiracial population, especially for people who self-identify as both White and Some Other Race.
These results are not surprising as they align with Census Bureau expert research and corresponding findings
[https://www.census.gov/about/our-research/race-ethnicity.html] this past decade, particularly with the
results on the impacts of questions format on race and ethnicity reporting from the 2015 National Content Te
The Census Bureau uses several measures to analyze the racial and ethnic diversity
[https://www.census.gov/newsroom/blogs/random-samplings/2021/08/measuring-racial-ethnic-diversity
2020-census.html] of the country.
The Census Bureau uses the Diversity Index (DI) to measure the probability that two people chosen at random
will be from different racial and ethnic groups.
The DI is bounded between 0 and 1. A value of 0 indicates that everyone in the population has the same racial
ethnic characteristics. A value close to 1 indicates that almost everyone in the population has different racial a
ethnic characteristics.
We have converted the probabilities into percentages to make them easier to interpret. In this format, the DI t
us the chance that two people chosen at random will be from different racial and ethnic groups.
Using the same DI calculation for 2020 and 2010 redistricting data, the chance that two people chosen at rand
will be from different racial or ethnic groups has increased to 61.1% in 2020 from 54.9% in 2010.
In general, the states with the highest DI scores are found in the West (Hawaii, California and Nevada), the Sou
(Maryland and Texas; along with the District of Columbia, a state equivalent), and the Northeast (New York an
New Jersey).
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Hawaii had the highest DI score in 2020 at 76%, which was slightly higher than 2010 (75.1%).
Information on the racial and ethnic composition
[https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/interactive/race-and-ethnicity-in-the-united-state-2010-a
2020-census.html] of your state and county, and various measures of diversity
[https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/interactive/racial-and-ethnic-diversity-in-the-united-state
2010-and-2020-census.html] are available in the following America Counts stories: 2020 U.S. Population More
Racially and Ethnically Diverse Than Measured in 2010
[https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/2020-united-states-population-more-racially-ethnically
diverse-than-2010.html] and Improved Race and Ethnicity Measures Reveal U.S. Population Is Much More
Multiracial [https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/improved-race-ethnicity-measures-revealunited-states-population-much-more-multiracial.html] .

The Adult and Under-Age-18 Populations
The 2020 Census showed that the adult (age 18 and older) population group grew 10.1% to 258.3 million people
over the decade.
“More than three-quarters, 77.9%, of the U.S. population were age 18 and over,” said Andrew Roberts, chief of t
Sex and Age Statistics Branch in the Census Bureau’s Population Division. “The adult population grew faster th
the nation as a whole. By comparison, the population under age 18 was 73.1 million in 2020, a decline of 1.4% fr
the 2010 Census.”
Changes to the adult and under-age-18 populations:
The District of Columbia had the largest population age 18 and over as a percentage of population at 83.4%. Utah had the largest
population under age 18 as a percentage of population at 29.0%.
Utah also had the fastest-growing adult population at 22.8% growth.
North Dakota had the fastest-growing population under age 18 at 22.1% growth.

Additional age breakdowns will be available in future 2020 Census data releases scheduled for 2022.
As part of today’s release, the Census Bureau provided a new data visualization that highlights the adult and
under-age-18 populations [https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/interactive/adult-and-under-the
age-of-18-populations-2020-census.html] across the United States down to the county level. More informatio
is available in the America Counts story, U.S. Adult Population Grew Faster Than Nation’s Total Population Fro
2010 to 2020 [https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/united-states-adult-population-grew-faste
than-nations-total-population-from-2010-to-2020.html] .

2020 Census Housing Units
The 2020 Census showed that on April 1, 2020, there were 140,498,736 housing units in the United States, up 6
from the 2010 Census.
“While the national number of housing units grew over the past decade, this was not uniform throughout the
country,” said Evan Brassell, chief of the Housing Statistics Branch in the Census Bureau’s Social, Economic an
Housing Statistics Division. “Counties that composed some part of a metropolitan or micropolitan area saw
increases of 3.8%, on average, while counties outside of these areas showed decreases of 3.9% on average.”
State highlights:
Texas had the largest numeric growth in housing units with 1,611,888.
The county with the largest percent increase in housing was McKenzie County, North Dakota, with a 147.9% increase.
West Virginia and Puerto Rico were the only two states or state equivalents that lost housing units.
There were 126,817,580 occupied housing units and 13,681,156 vacant units in the United States.
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Housing unit statistics for the nation, states and counties are available in the 2020 Population and Housing da
visualization [https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/interactive/2020-population-and-housing-sta
data.html] . More information is available in the following America Counts stories: Growth in Housing Units
Slowed in the Last Decade [https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/growth-in-housing-unitsslowed-in-last-decade.html] and U.S. Housing Vacancy Rate Declined in Past Decade
[https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/united-states-housing-vacancy-rate-declined-in-pastdecade.html] .

2020 Census Findings on Group Quarters
The U.S. population for group quarters was 8,239,016 as of April 1, 2020. This was an increase of 3.2% over the
2010 Census group quarters population. Group quarters include such places as college residence halls,
residential treatment centers, skilled-nursing facilities, group homes, military barracks, correctional facilities
and workers’ dormitories.
“In 2020, the group quarters population represented 2.5% of the total U.S. population, down from 2.6% in 2010
said Steven Wilson, chief of the Population and Housing Programs Branch in the Census Bureau’s Population
Division. “We also saw that college and university student housing was the most populous group living
arrangement at 2,792,097, up 10.7% since 2010.”
Group quarters highlights:
The second-largest group quarters population was correctional facilities for adults at 1,967,297, which decreased from the 2010 Censu
296,305 (13.1%).
The state with the largest group quarters population was California at 917,932, with the largest share of that population counted at oth
noninstitutional group quarters.
The group quarters population in Puerto Rico decreased 1.2% since 2010 to 37,509.

Read more about these results in the America Counts story, 8.2 Million People Counted at U.S. Group Quarter
the 2020 Census [https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/united-states-group-quarters-in-2020census.html] . You can also access more statistics in the 2020 Census Demographic Data Map Application
[https://census.gov/library/visualizations/2021/geo/demographicmapviewer.html] .

Quality of Results
All indications show the census results are in line with expectations.
“We are confident in the quality of today’s results,” said acting Census Bureau Director Ron Jarmin.
In keeping with our commitment to transparency, the Census Bureau will release additional operational qualit
metrics [https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2021/timeline-2020-census-operational-qualit
metrics.html] on August 18 and August 25, providing more detail on the conduct of specific operations.

Producing Quality Data While Protecting Anonymity
The redistricting data are the first from the 2020 Census to use differential privacy, a mathematical method th
applies carefully calibrated statistical noise to a dataset and allows a balance between privacy and accuracy. M
information is available in 2020 Census Data Products: Disclosure Avoidance Modernization
[https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/decade/2020/planningmanagement/process/disclosure-avoidance.html] and Redistricting Data: What to Expect and When
[https://www.census.gov/newsroom/blogs/director/2021/07/redistricting-data.html] .
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In addition to the redistricting data released today, the Census Bureau has released a set of demonstration da
[https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial/2020/program-management/data-productplanning/2010-demonstration-data-products/ppmf20210608/] that illustrate the impact of the differential
privacy production settings on published 2010 Census redistricting data. The Census Bureau released similar
demonstration datasets over the course of the new method’s development.

Legacy Data vs. Final Delivery of P.L. 94-171 Redistricting Data
These data released today are in the same format that the 2000 and 2010 redistricting data were provided. Th
term “legacy” refers to its prior use. By September 30, we will release these same data to state officials with
an easy-to-use toolkit of DVDs and flash drives and we will make it available to the public on data.census.gov.
The Census Bureau will notify the public in September when it makes these same data available.

Accessing These Data
Data are available in the 2020 Census Demographic Data Map Application
[https://census.gov/library/visualizations/2021/geo/demographicmapviewer.html] through different data
visualizations [https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations.html] and QuickFacts
[https://www.census.gov/quickfacts] . Data files are also available on the Decennial Census P.L. 94-171
Redistricting Data Summary Files [https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennialcensus/about/rdo/summary-files.html] page and includes the geographic support files, technical
documentation and additional support materials needed to access these data.
The Census Bureau has also produced a variety of America Counts stories on population change and distribut
[https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/more-than-half-of-united-states-counties-were-smaller
in-2020-than-in-2010.html] , group quarters [https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/united-stat
group-quarters-in-2020-census.html] , the adult population
[https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/united-states-adult-population-grew-faster-than-nation
total-population-from-2010-to-2020.html] , housing changes
[https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/growth-in-housing-units-slowed-in-last-decade.html] ,
housing vacancy [https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/united-states-housing-vacancy-ratedeclined-in-past-decade.html] , race and ethnicity
[https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/improved-race-ethnicity-measures-reveal-united-states
population-much-more-multiracial.html] and the diversity index
[https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/08/2020-united-states-population-more-racially-ethnically
diverse-than-2010.html] . Videos [https://www.census.gov/data/academy/data-gems.html] are also available
that explain how to access these data and what these data show about the changing nation.
###
Contact
Kristina Barrett
Public Information Office
301-763-3030 or
877-861-2010 (U.S. and Canada only)
pio@census.gov [mailto:pio@census.gov]

Related Information
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Press kit

[https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-kits/2021/2020-census-redistricting.html]

Last Revised: October 8, 2021
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PGHNLMÿXTGÿGWÿNXHÿKUFFILXÿ_kÿHIOXHÿXSOLgHÿXGÿXSIÿLITÿlILHUHÿLUQ[IFH\ÿ^IEU[PNKOLHÿTIFIÿIHHILXNOPPdÿWGFKIJÿXG
IPNQNLOXIÿGLIÿGWÿXSINFÿJNHXFNKXHÿNLÿGFJIFÿXGÿgIIEÿXSIÿGXSIFÿJNHXFNKXHÿTNLLO[PIb
mLÿXSIÿILJ\ÿXSIÿHXOXIÿjReÿKFIOXIJÿTSOXÿNXÿSGEIHÿTNPPÿ[IÿOÿQOEÿNLÿTSNKSÿNXÿKOLÿPGKgÿJGTLÿnoÿEIFKILXÿGWÿXSI
JNHXFNKXHÿG]IFÿXSIÿKGUFHIÿGWÿXSIÿLIVXÿJIKOJIÿpÿMN]NLMÿSIÿjReÿOÿQOqGFÿOJ]OLXOMIÿNLÿGLIÿGWÿXSIÿ[NMMIHXÿHTNLM
HXOXIHÿNLÿXSIÿKGULXFdb
CÿWITÿSNMSPNMSXHr
sÿcSIÿQOEÿKFIOXIHÿEGXILXNOPÿQOXKSUEHÿ[IXTIILÿXSFIIÿHIXHÿGWÿ^IEU[PNKOLHbÿjReÿ^IEHbÿtuvwvÿyz{u|}~ÿOLJ
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cGPIJGÿOPGLMÿOgIÿFNIÿOLJÿ^IEHbÿ}ÿv~}ÿ^ÿOLJÿvuuÿtzuuÿiÿOFIÿJFOTLÿNLXGÿXSIÿHOQI
^IEU[PNKOLPIOLNLMÿJNHXFNKXÿHGUXSÿGWÿlPI]IPOLJb
sÿhG\ÿSGTÿKGQIÿXSIFIÿOFIÿXSFIIÿHIXHÿGWÿNLKUQ[ILXHÿJFOTLÿXGMIXSIFÿTSILÿGLPdÿXTGÿHIOXHÿTIFIÿIPNQNLOXIJ
cSOXYHÿ[IKOUHIÿXSIÿjReÿKFIOXIJÿOÿLIT\ÿHGPNJPdÿiIQGKFOXNKÿJNHXFNKXÿNLÿXSIÿlGPUQ[UHÿOFIObÿ^IEU[PNKOLHÿOFI
JGNLMÿXSNHÿ[IKOUHIÿlGPUQ[UHÿSOHÿMFGTLÿ[PUIFÿNLÿFIKILXÿdIOFH\ÿOLJÿXSIÿjReÿNLKUQ[ILXHÿNLÿXSOXÿFIMNGLÿOFIÿ]IFd
]UPLIFO[PIÿOHÿXSIÿQOEÿHXOLJHÿFNMSXÿLGTbÿcSIÿSGEIÿNHÿXSOXÿ^ILOKKNÿJNHEOXKSIHÿhUXXGL\ÿOLJÿINXSIFÿOEXUFÿGF
UKNLNKSÿNHÿFIEPOKIJÿ[dÿOÿlGPUQ[UHÿiIQGKFOXÿNLÿOÿHOWIÿJNHXFNKXbÿmLÿGXSIFÿTGFJH\ÿXTGÿlPI]IPOLJOFIO
iIQGKFOXHÿOFIÿHTOEEIJÿWGFÿOÿlGPUQ[UHÿGLI\ÿOLJÿXSIÿlGPUQ[UHOFIOÿ^IEU[PNKOLHÿMIXÿHOWIFb
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Lawmakers miss first congressional redistricting deadline
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Ohio lawmakers miss first congressional redistricting deadline
BY JOSH RULTENBERG | COLUMBUS
PUBLISHED 6:45 PM ET SEP. 30, 2021

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio lawmakers have missed another deadline
related to redistricting. The state legislature's first constitutionallymandated target to get a congressional district map drawn for the next
decade was midnight Thursday.
What You Need To Know
• The Ohio General Assembly was supposed approve a new congressional district map
• The deadline was Thursday, Sept. 30 at midnight
• Democrats introduced a last-second map while Republicans had not submitted a proposal

https://spectrumnews1.com/oh/columbus/news/2021/09/30/ohio-lawmakers-miss-first-con...
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• The Ohio Redistricting Commission has until the end of the month to host hearings and 33°
approve a map
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The Ohio General Assembly was supposed approve a new congressional
district map. That did not happen.
"I'm profoundly disappointed that they're not honoring the Constitution and
even trying to bring a map to the people," said Jen Miller with the League
of Women Voters of Ohio.
Hearings were also supposed to have been scheduled and taken place by
the deadline with an official map being introduced, adopted and
publicly debated.
"In 2018, almost is 75% of the voters voted to approve a new way of
mapmaking that would be transparent and bipartisan and collaborative,”
Miller said. “And instead, we're seeing absolutely no respect for voters.”
On Wednesday, Ohio Senate Democrats unveiled a last-second proposal
calling for eight Republican and seven Democratic districts.
"I think it's important that we meet these deadlines and so our introduction
of the bill demonstrates that it can be done," said Sen. Vernon Sykes,
D-Akron.
Unsurprisingly, Ohio Senate Republicans, who have not introduced its own
map, were not fans of the Dem's idea.
A majority caucus spokesperson said the maps include “A fatter snake on
the lake, the district around Columbus gives new meaning to the
‘horseshoe’ and the 7th looks like a big thumbs up for maybe a new
member of Congress.”
The congressional process now goes to the Ohio Redistricting Commission
which has until the end of the month to host hearings and approve a
map before the second constitutionally-mandated deadline comes around.
"We haven't really arranged a date yet. I'll have have discussions with the
Senate President (Matt Huffman) and the others and co-chair (Vernon)
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Sykes to see when we can do that," said Ohio House Speaker Robert
33°
Cupp, R-Lima.
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Just like in the legislative map making process, in order for the commission
to pass a 10-year map, both Democrats on the seven-member panel have
to approve of them. If not, it will be another four-year map.
Should the commission not get the job done by Oct. 31, it goes back to the
state legislature. From there, a 10-year map only works if at least 50% of
Democrats in the Ohio House and Ohio Senate are on board.
Miller said if what she called another partisan, gerrymandered map gets
approved, the League of Women Voters of Ohio will either file a lawsuit
and/or look to bring another ballot initiative to Ohioans.
YOU MAY ALSO BE INTERESTED IN
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With deadline for Congressional maps near, Ohio
Redistricting Commission yet to schedule a meeting

null
Photo by: Ohio Redistricting Commission
The oddly shaped new Ohio Senate District 27 stretches from Geauga County to Western Cuyahoga then down the west side of Summit to the
Stark County border.

By: John Kosich
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COLUMBUS, Ohio — At the close of the state legislative redistricting process last month
that resulted in a party line vote on new four year districts now being challenged by three
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lawsuits in the State Supreme Court, Republican Secretary of State Frank LaRose warned
his colleagues "this process will be different it is not going to work this way next time."
And he's been right, it hasn't, because while the commission came under fire for the way
they drew those maps—they at least did draw some. To date there hasn't been a single
meeting ahead of the Oct. 31 deadline to even begin the process. This despite calls from
Democratic Co-Chair Vernon Sykes and LaRose himself to do so.
"It is time for this commission to meet," LaRose told News 5. "I can tell you that I've been
working on my drafts of different ideas of how I think that we could reach a compromise,
but until we can all come together as a commission and talk about those sort of basic
principles of how we can draw these maps and reach that 10 year consensus, the clock's
going to run out if we don't meet soon and that would be deeply disappointing to me."
He's not alone. Catherine Turcer is executive director of Common Cause Ohio. She's one of
the people who fought for the constitutional change in 2018 that created this process.
"I have no idea what they're waiting for," Turcer said. "There are only 10 more days so we
have to assume that they are just not going to actually get together, that they're not actually
going to create 10 year congressional maps and they're going to leave it to the state
legislature."
Yes—the same legislature that failed to act on the drawing of these congressional districts
by a Sept. 30 deadline, which then caused it to go the seven member redistricting
commission, would then get the job back November first if the commission fails to act.

"If it's complicated to do bi-partisan map making with seven people," Turcer said. "It is
definitely going to be complicated with 132 people."
That's why LaRose is trying to, in a sense, get the band back together.
"I want to avoid this going to the courts. I don't want to see this resolved in more litigation,
I want to see us as Republicans and Democrats come together as statesmen and women
and solve this for Ohioans," he said.
If it goes back to the legislature though, Turcer points out there are some additional
protections that were not there in the state legislative map drawing process.
"There's an instruction that they explain the choices that they make and I think this is
incredibly important because at the end of the day if the map is gerrymandered or
inappropriate or doesn't reflect the voting patterns of the state of Ohio shall we say, it can
go to court. When you put things in writing it's much easier to make the case that the map
is unfair and they have to go back to the drawing board."
Copyright 2021 Scripps Media, Inc. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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